
*** NOTICE ***

PUBLIC MEETING

COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES

Saturday, June 10, 2000
9:30 a.m.

Oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road

Lake Oswego, Oregon

AGE N D A

1. Call to order (Mr. Alexander)

2. Approval of minutes of May 20, 2000 meeting (attached)

3. Reports* regarding pending matters:

{
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

ORCP 7 D (Judge Rasmussen) (see Attachment 3A)
ORCP 44/55 (Mr. Gaylord) (see Attachment 3B)
ORCP 54 E (Justice Durham) (see Attachment 3C)
ORCP 58--Jury Reform (Judge Harris) (see Attachment 3D)
ORCP 22 C (Judge Barron) (see Attachment 3E)
ORCP 21 A (Judge Linder/Mr. Johnson) (see
Attachment 3F)

t.

4. Old business

5. New business

6. Adjournment

*Reports may consist of submissions of proposed amendments
for discussion and possible tentative adoption, brief status
reports, or anything in between.

* * * * *



COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Minutes of Meeting of May 20, 2000

Oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road

Lake Oswego, Oregon

Present: J. Michael Alexander
Lisa A. Amato
Benjamin H. Bloom
Ted Carp
Kathryn H. Clarke
Don A. Dickey
Robert D. Durham
William A. Gaylord

Rodger J. Isaacson
Mark A. Johnson
Michael H. Marcus
Connie E. McKelvey
John H. McMillan
Ralph C. Spooner
Nancy S. Tauman

(Note: Mr. Gaylord attended the meeting via speakerphone through
the discussion regarding ORCP 44/55.)

Excused: Richard L. Barron
Bruce J. Brothers
Lisa C. Brown
Kathryn S. Chase
Allan H. Coon
Daniel L.Harris
Virginia L. Linder
Karsten H. Rasmussen

The following guests were in attendance: Bob Oleson, Public
Affairs Director, Oregon State Bar; Attorney James C. Tait,
representing the OADC. Also present were Maurice J. Holland,
Executive Director, and Gilma J. Henthorne, Executive Assistant.

Agenda Item 1: Call to order.
meeting to order at 9:40 a.m.

Mr. Alexander called the

Agenda Item 2: Approval of minutes. On motion of Judge
Marcus, seconded by Judge Carp, the minutes of the April 8, 2000
meeting were approved as distributed to members with the agenda of
this meeting.

Agenda Item 3: Report of ORCP 44/55 Subcommittee (Mr.
Gaylord) (see "FINAL WORKING DRAFT - 4/3/00," attached to
Prof. Holland' s 5-10-00 memo re "proposed ORCP Amendments
for Consideration at the May 20 Meeting"). Before hearing
from Mr. Gaylord, Mr. Alexander recognized Mr. James C Tait,
representing the Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (OADC) , and
asked him if he wished to offer any comments on behalf of that
organization regarding the proposed amendments to Rules 44 and 55
in their present form. Mr. Tait responded that OADC did have some
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concerns about those amendments as set forth in Mr. Jonathan
Hoffman's May 18 letter to Prof. Holland (copies of which were
distributed to members at the beginning of this meeting, and a
copy filed with the original of these minutes). He asked that
OADC be kept informed of any modifications of these proposed
amendments, and especially that it be timely provided with such
amendments in the final form considered by the Council for
tentative adoption. Mr. Alexander, on behalf of the Council, and
Mr. Gaylord on behalf of the Subcommittee, assured Mr. Tait that
OADC would be kept fully informed and given ample opportunity to
provide input, which would be valued and appreciated.

There followed some discussion of how the Council goes about
keeping everyone having a possible interest fully and currently
informed about proposals to amend the ORCP. In particular Mr.
Spooner queried whether either the full Councilor its
subcommittees arrange with interested groups and organizations
specific times for them to make comments and present their
comments and any objections they might have. Prof. Holland
responded that the Council has long maintained a standard mailing
list of groups and organizations to which copies of all minutes
and agendas, including attachments, are routinely mailed. He
explained that, in addition to the OSE, OTLA, and OADC, the
mailing list includes such organizations as the Oregon Hospital
Association, the Oregon Medical Association, the Oregon
Association of Process Servers, plus anyone else who requests to
be included. He further explained that the Council does not
normally take the initiative to schedule times for interested
groups to appear and present their views regarding amendments
under consideration, but leaves it to such groups to appear at a
Council meeting if and when they choose to do so.

Judge Marcus commented that, in his view, comments and
possible objections of interested groups should be solicited and
considered at the subcommittee level, where most of the actual
drafting takes place, which, he said, had often been done in the
past, but perhaps not consistently in every instance. Ms. Tauman
stated that it would have been helpful to the ORCP 44/55
Subcommittee if it had known earlier how controversial the
proposed amendments now appear to be.

Mr. Gaylord began his report by noting that there is no rule
or precedent which determines whether input from interested groups
and organizations is obtained by a particular subcommittee as
opposed to the full Council, but that, in his view, the more that
can be done at the subcommittee level, the better. He also
commented that the Council has never drawn the distinction,
familiar to those wishing to present views to the Legislative
Assembly, between hearings and work sessions.
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Mr. Gaylord then responded to an objection to some aspects of
the amendments currently under consideration expressed in Mr. Tom
Cooney's letter of 5-10-00 (copies of which were previously
distributed to all members, and a copy filed with the original of
these minutes). Mr. Cooney's specific concern was that the
proposed amendments would place undue burdens on physicians'
offices and other health care record custodians. Mr. Alexander
interjected that he had phoned Mr. Cooney to invite him to this
meeting.

Justice Durham observed that the several points raised in Mr.
Hoffman's May 18 letter on behalf of OADC had not yet been
considered by the ORCP 44/55 Subcommittee, and raised the question
whether further discussion of those points by the full Council
might better take place after such consideration had occurred.
Several members expressed agreement with this observation.

Mr. Alexander commented that one of the principal objections
raised in Mr. Hoffman's letter, which was also raised by Ms.
McKelvey at the April 8 Council meeting, is that the proposed
amendments would significantly add to the time defense lawyers
might have to wait before obtaining health care records. He added
that, although he did not see that any delay which might be added
by these amendments could amount to more than 14 days, perhaps the
Subcommittee should consider possibly eliminating the first
opportunity for objections to requests of, or subpoenas of, health
records, namely, the opportunity for objecting provided by
proposed paragraph 55 H(3) (b). Mr. Gaylord responded that the
Subcommittee would consider this suggested possibility, and would
discuss it with OADC, if possible before the Council's June 10
meeting. He also stated that he disagreed with the suggestion in
Mr. Hoffman's May 18 letter that these amendments are intended to
shift power to plaintiffs' lawyers. Rather, he said, the
intention was to ensure that patients are afforded adequate
opportunity to assert their physician-patient privilege if they
wish to do so.

Judge Marcus stated that, while these amendments would most
frequently apply to plaintiffs claiming personal injuries, that is
not invariably the case, and raised the question whether they
adequately deal with situations, rare as they might be, when the
health records sought are those of a defendant or a non-party. He
added that no amendments to Rules 44 and 55 would obtain the
required supermajority of 15 affirmative votes unless all groups
having significant interests at stake, certainly including OADC,
are persuaded to be supportive.

Several members expressed concern that, in light of the fact
that these proposed amendments are being returned to the
Subcommittee for further substantive, not merely stylistic, work,
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time might run out this biennium before the Council could take
final action on them. Mr. Alexander noted that he fully shared
this concern, and thought that the Council and the Subcommittee
should move forward as expeditiously as possible, so that the
enormous amount of work already done would not be wasted. Mr.
Gaylord said the Subcommittee would plan to meet prior to the June
10 Council meeting.

At this point the speakerphone connection with Mr. Gaylord
was terminated, and the Council took a short break.

Agenda Item 4: Report of ORCP 54 E Subcommittee
(Justice Durham) (see proposed amendments attached to
Prof. Holland's covering memo dated 5-10-00, a copy of
which is filed with the original of these minutes).
Justice Durham briefly recalled the history of rules providing for
offers of judgment which, he noted, dated from long before
statutes authorizing awards of attorney fees to prevailing
plaintiffs became common. He noted that the Oregon Supreme Court,
in For Counsel, Inc. v. Northwest Web Co, Inc.,l was asked to
construe the present section 54 E in such a way as to obviate the
perceived conflict-of-interest between a plaintiff and his or her
counsel which the current language of this section engenders, but
concluded that such language is clear in failing to take any
account of it. He added that, after a great deal of research and
thought, the Subcommittee concluded that section 54 E should be
amended to preserve its coercive effect in pressuring the parties
to be reasonable with respect to damages, while leaving the
parties free to agree about attorney fees if they can, but free of
that coercive effect. If the parties cannot agree on fees, he
added, naturally there would have to be a ruling on a fee petition
and any objections under Rule 68.

Justice Durham explained that when, as permitted under the
present 54 E, defendants are permitted to make offers explicitly
including f ees, costs, and disbursements, that can have the effect
of placing plaintiff's counsel in a situation where he or she
would have a conflict-of-interest to the extent that he or she
might be limited to advising the plaintiff to retain separate
counsel to advise the plaintiff on whether to accept the offer.

Judge Marcus said he thought the proposed amendments
reflected good policy, although he added that he had some doubt as
to whether the particular conflict-of-interest on which they focus
is much different from the conflict which can arise respecting an
attorney's advice as to whether the plaintiff should accept a
given offer of damages. Judge Dickey said that he agreed with the
latter observation, and therefore opposed these amendments. Judge

1329 Or 246, 255, _ P2d_ (1999)
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Dickey expressed further objections to these amendments, namely,
that they would have the effect of burdening settlements and
would create additional work for trial courts, and are illogical
in isolating out attorney fees from the overall offer. He further
noted that there is an inherent conflict in every case involving
contingent fees where an offer of settlement or of judgment is
made. Mr. Spooner also stated that he was opposed to these
amendments.

Discussion of this item concluded with Justice Durham
thanking the members of this Subcommittee, Ms. Amato, Mr. Johnson,
and Ms. Tauman, for their hard work, and by saying that further
suggestions and comments would be welcome from any Council member.
He added that he did not wish to see the effort to address this
problem abandoned

Mr. Alexander then called for a straw vote to determine how
many members were inclined to support the proposed amendments in
principle, and how many inclined to oppose them. Eight members
indicated support, and four members opposition.

Agenda Item 5: Report of Jury Reform (ORCP 57-59)
Subcommittee (Judge Dickey) (see "Two proposals by Jury
Reform Subcommittee: May 20 Council Meeting," copies of
which were distributed at the beginning of this meeting,
and a copy filed with the original of these minutes).
Judge Dickey reported that Judge Harris, chair of this
Subcommittee, had been in contact with other groups currently
involved with various aspects of jury reform, including the OSB
Procedure & Practice Committee and the Civil Law Advisory
Commission. He added that the Subcommittee had decided to limit
its present recommendations to three quite modest amendments to
Sections 58 A and B: allowing, with the court's consent, a brief
neutral statement by the attorneys prior to voir dire, requiring
instructions on certain specified matters after the jury is sworn,
and giving the court discretionary authority to permit jury
questions of witnesses. Judge Dickey stressed that the changes
that would be made by the proposed amendments were less
significant than might appear because of the need to renumber the
subsections in section 58 B. He added that the Subcommittee'S
purpose was not to change existing law or practice, but to bring
Rule 58 into line with what is already being done by many judges
as matters of their own discretion. He added further that the
Subcommittee had considered other possible components under the
heading of jury reform, such as allowing jurors to deliberate
prior to the close of evidence and also respecting alternate
jurors, but had decided that the time was not ripe for those
changes

Mr. McMillan asked why the Subcommittee appeared to have
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dropped the idea of making mandatory the use of written jury
instructions. Judge Hickey responded that it was decided not to
mandate written jury instructions, in large part because the
present ORCP 59 B provides that instructions shall be in writing
if any party so requests or if the judge so decides. Mr. Spooner
added that, in his observation, trial attorneys routinely prepare
written jury instructions for the judge's approval and use, and
that no new language is needed respecting this matter. Judge
Marcus commented that he thought that section 59 B is ambiguous as
to whether providing a jury with a tape recording of instructions
is an adequate substitute for providing them in written form.

Discussion of this item concluded by Judge Dickey saying he
would report to Judge Harris on the comments made during this
meeting, in light of which the Subcommittee would decide whether
any additional consideration should be given to possibly adding
to, or revising, these amendments as presently proposed.

Agenda Item 6: Old business. No item of old business was
raised.

Agenda Item 7: New business. No item of new business was
raised.

Agenda Item 8: Adjournment. Without objection Mr.
Alexander declared the meeting adjourned at 12:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Maury Holland
Executive Director



Rule 7 Subcommittee's proposed Amendments to ORCP- 7 D
(May 10, 2000)

{Matter to be added in bold underlined; to be deleted

[italicized and enclosed in square brackets]}

1 RULE 7. SUMMONS

2 * * * *

3 D(2) (d) ( Li ) Calculation of time. For the purpose of

4 computing any period of time provided by these rules or by

5 statute, service by mail, except as otherwise provided, shall be

6 complete on the day the defendant. or other person authorized

7 by appointment or by law. signs a receipt for the mailing, or

8 three days after the mailing if mailed to an address within the

9 state, or seven days after the mailing if mailed to an address

10 outside [of] the state, whichever first occurs.

11 * * * *

12 D(3) (a) (i) Generally. Upon an individual defendant, by

13 personal [service upon] delivery of a true copy of the

14 summons and the complaint to such defendant or to an agent

15 authorized by appointment or law to receive service of summons on

16 behalf of such defendant [or, if defendant personally cannot be

17 found at defendant's dwelling house or usual place of abode,

18 then], by substituted serviceL-2X by office service. [upon such

19 defendant or agent.] Service may also be made upon an individual

20 defendant to whom neither subparagraph (ii) nor (iii) of this

21 paragraph applies by mailing made in accordance with paragraph

22 (2) (d) of this section provided the defendant signs a receipt for

23 the certified, registered or express mailing, in which case

RTTRCHMENT 3R 5fl-1



24 service shall be complete on the date on which the defendant signs

25 a receipt for the mailing.

26 * * * *

27 D(4) (a) Actions arising out of the use of roads,

28 highways, [and streets] or premises open to the public;

29 service by mail.

30 D(4) (a) (i) In any action arising out of any accident,

31 collision, or other event giving rise to liability in which a

32 motor vehicle may be involved while being operated upon the roads,

33 highways, [or] streets of. or premises open to the public as

34 defined by law within. this state, if the plaintiff makes at

35 least one attempt to serve the defendant who operated such motor

36 vehicle, or caused it to be operated on the defendant's behalf, by

37 a method authorized by subsection (3) of this section except

38 service by mail pursuant to subparagraph (3) (a) (i) of this section

39 and, as shown by its return, did not effect service, the plaintiff

40 may then serve that defendant by mailings made in accordance with

41 paragraph (2) (d) of this section addressed to that defendant at:

42 * * * *

43 D(4) (b) Notification of change of address. [Every

44 motorist or user of the roads, highways, or streets of this state]

45 Any person who, while operating a motor vehicle upon the roads,

46 highways, [or] streets of, or premises open to the public as

47 defined by law within. this state, is involved in any accident,

48 collision, or other event giving rise to liability, shall

49 forthwith notify the Department of Transportation of any change of

50 such defendant's address occurring within three years after such

51 accident, collision, or event.

52

53 * * * *
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... OREGON ASSOCIATION OF PROCESS SERVERS, INC.

~ij® ij fI ij~ij
MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the Coundl OD ComPtoceclurea
FROM: Orepn Associationof PtocnfSeiven (OAPS)
DATE: JUDlII, 2000
BE: SerYice upon an employeeat a placeof employment.

laclcpound of ~,.l.mbJem
PtGCeSl serversoftenhandlecaseswhere the only known placeof contactfor

an individual is his orherplaceof employment. The last knoWn address is
vacant or occupiedby anotherperson. A search ofDMV zecords produces an
address that piedates the last known~ The Post Office has no forwarding .
address on file. Every attempt to locate the individual has faDed. with the
exceptionof the workplace. However,the process server is not able to serve the
individualbecause the en\Ji:'loyerbarsprivate processservers from the premises.

Ina case where an employerbans private serW:e of proc ESS, theonly means
of effecting service is to use a uniformed shetiff. Using a sheriffdoubles the. al8t
of serviceandwaste8 time that could CXlSt a plaintiffhis or her case. It also .
burdens the sheriffs office with casesthat do not require their expeUise. There
has to be abetter remedy to these typesof cases. OAPS is attempting to fincl that
:remedy. .

Prqposed Sobmow .
OAPS has suggested two possible solulionsto thisproblem.

Sghttion #1 • The first solutionallows substituted service on'the pemonnel
uumager or other personwith equivalentduties at an employee's:place of
employment. This solutionis reflected in the la11page suggested by the
subcomm.ittee. '.

Solution #2.The seamd solutionrequires employem to~t a proc!ss
server to malce &erYice on employees. RoJida utilizesthissolution inthe
following law: "'Employexs, whencontactedby an individual authorized to
make service of process, shall per.mit theauthorized individual to :make
service on employees ina private area designatedby the employer." Section
48.031 (l)(b), FloridaStatutes.

Ju-
A number of issues havebeenraised duiing the Counc:il's discussionof savice at
a placeof employment. The following analysis addresses those concemsas they
apply to the two propoHdsoluticms.

~A-3
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1. Does the solution meet due process reqUirements7
SaluWm #1.- It. is unlikely that thesubstituted service rule wouldpass
Oregon's due pIoces& requirements. Oregon eourts have repeatedly required
that a third~have Nregular, &equentand predictablecoritact with the
defendan:t'" 11\order for service to be adequate under ORCP 7 0(1). ~
v.Ss!Iwabe, Williamson &: Wyatt 149Or App 6CY7, 617(1997). The ptuposed
substituted servicerule allowsserviceon thepersonnel manager of a place of
employment. t>epending on the type ofbusiiiess involved, the peESOnnel
manager could have a range ofoontactwith the defendant from daily to not .
at all. To address thisissue, theptoposed rule couldbe amended to allow
service on a direct supervisor,or some other persenwhose oontactwith the
employeebettermeets the test ..

SQIytion #2 ~The rule requiring exnployers to allow servers aa:ess to
exnployees meets due process requirementsbecause the process server is able
to achieve personal service.

2. Does the solution cause undue embarrassment to the person being served7
Either solution avoids reqUiring a uniformed sheriff to serve proc:e8IS on an
individual at his or her placeof employment.Ithas been suggested that
substituted service on the employerwOuld cause embarassment for the
employeebecause it allows theemployer to read theem~s pexsonal
papers. Requiring lhe employerto make an employee a: • Ie avoids this
problemby allowing the process server to place the papersdixect1y in the
hands of the employee. Embarrassmentis further avoided if the employer has
designated a private spacewlu!re employeescanrec:eive serviceof process.

3. Does the solution create an unreasonable bUlden onthe employer?
The goal ofboth solutionsis to prevent employersfrom standingin the way
of service of process. The policyofnon-cooperationheldby many employers
places a burden on the judicialsystemby wasting the time and money of
litigants and the sheriffs office. Thesesolutionsseek to level the bu1'lknby
requiring a minimal amount of oooperationby employers.

SobJtion#1 ~ Allowing substitute-service on an employerrequires the .
employer to receive thepapers, safeguard them and deliver them to the
proper employee. The amount of time this takes would vary with the type
ofbusiness involved. Largerbusinesses might have to develop a protocol
for receiptof substituteservice.

SgIution#2 - This solutionrequires an employer to allowaccess to the
employeeand designatean area where servicecan occur. Presumably, the
employer would hAve to make the employeeavailableby requesting his or
hei presence at the designatedarea. However, the employer could control
the timing of themeeting to allow for the least amount ofwork
disruption.

Either solulfonavoids the disruption causedby a Wliform.ed sheriffentering
the workplaceduring work time. Also,both solutions allow the employer to
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controlaccess to the workplace and employees ensuringsafety and minimum
disruption of workflow.. . .

4. em the Council compela non-party to lake action? .
There are other situationswithin the scopeof therules of civll procedure
where non-partiesare required to tala! actionin the interest ofjustice. Under
ORCP55,.non-parlies possessing information about a caseare required to
produce recordsand/or appear for depositions or trial testimony. In many
cases, theproduclion of documents and appearances canbe~
and burdensome. Our systemof justice reliesupon thecooperationof those
non-parties for productionof information. A sUiUlar cooperationshould be
required ofnon-partiesto help e.nsure notice through servi.c:e ofprocess.

rOSl!i.bl~Lqidltive Solvtiol!l
Stateshave addressed. the issue of interference withserviceof process numerous
ways. The following three laws au:e examples. .
1. Floridahandled the problemby passing the law citedabove requiring

employercooperation. "Employers, when contactedby an individual
authorized to make service of process, shall permit the aut'hor.ized individual
to make serviceon employees in a private area designatedby the employer.·
Section48.031 (1)(b),Florida StatuteS. .. .

2. Rhode Islandhas the following law: "No employerwithin this state is
permitted to :refuse orobstruct the serviceof any murt processupon an
employeeat the placeofemploymentand such service shall not be grounds
for dismissal of the employee. The employermaydesignate an area where
the service may be effected:'Section9-5-35, RhodeIsland GeneralLaws.

3. Tennessee passed. a moregeneral law making it an offense to "intentionaUy
preventor obstrud: on officer of thestateor any other personknown to be a
civilprocess server in serving,or attempting to serveor execute any legal writ
or process." Section39-16-602, Tennessee CodeAnnotated. .



F:INAL WORK1:NG DRAFT - 4./3/00

Note: Additional new language is bolded and underlined,
deleted language is italicized and bracketed.

Amendments to ORCP 44:

RULE 44.. PRE'1'R:IAL D:ISCOVERY OF HEAL" CARE RECORDS'

PHYS:ICAL AND MENTAL EXAM:INAT:ION OF PERSONS, REPORTS 01'

EXAM:INAT:IONS1

A. Order for examination.

(text unchanged)

B. Report of examining physician or psychologist.

(text unchanged)

[c. Reports of examinations; claims for damages for injuries.

(delete text of section in its entirety)]

C . Health Care Records,

Cn) As used in this rule. "health care records" means

medical records as defined in ORS 192.525 (8), and health

AlTACHMENT 38



care records of a health care provider as defined in ORS

192.525(9) and nO). and health care records of a

community. health program established under ORS 430.610

through 430.695.

C(2) Pretrial discovery of health care records from /I

party. Any party against whom a civil action is. "filed· for

damages for injuries .to the party or to a person in the

custody or under the legal .control of a party. or for

damages for the death ofa person whose estate is a part:.y.

may obtain copies of all health care records within the

scope of discovery under Rule 36 B by either

C(2) Ca) serving a .z:equest for production for such

records on the injured party or its legal custodian or·

guardian pursuant to ORCP 43, or

C(2) Cb) obtaining the voluntary written consent;

to release of the records to such party. from the injured

party or its legal custodian or guardian before seekina

them from the health care provici8r.1

C(3) Pretrial discovery of hedth care records

directly from health care provider or faqility. Health

care records within the scope of discovery under Rule 36 B

may be obtained by a party against whom a civil action i-

.3B - 2



filed for damages for iniuries. to the party or to a person

in the custody or under the legal control of a party. -or

for damages for the death of a person whose estate is a

party. only by 'the procedure' described in sectiop(2) (b)

above. or by the procedures described in ORCP 55 H.

Pretrial subpoena of Health Care Records from health care

provider or facility •.1

[D. Report; effect of failUre to comply. (delete section in its

entirety)]

(E. Access to hospital records. (delete section in its

entirety)]

* * * * *

Amendments to ORCP 55 H.

RULE 55. SUBPOENA

(A. through G. unchanged.)

H. [Hospital Records] Pretrial subpoena of health care

records from health care provider or facility.

(H(l) Hospital. (existing text deleted entirely)]

...3~ 3



H(l) For purposes of this section. "health Care

records" are defined in ORCP 44 C (1).

NOTB: The basic existing language in &(2), &(2) (~),

&(2) (b), &(2) (c) and H(2) (d) is now contained in &(7) with
appropriate changes.

&(2) ExcePt when it is provided with a voluntary

written consent to release of the health care records

pursuant to ORCP 44 C(2) (b). any party against whom a

civil action is filed for damages for injuries to the

party or to a person in the custody or under the legal

control of a party. or for damages for the death· of a

person whose estate is a party, may obtain copies of

health care records within the scope of discovery under

Rule 36 B. directly from a health care provider 01:' facility

only by serving upon the party whose health care records.

or whose decedent's health care recOrds are sought;j,

&(2) (a) a form of SUBPOENA for such records

directed to the health care provider, accompanied by

statutOry witness fees calculated as for a deposition at

the place of business of the custodian of the records. and



Hl2} lb} simultaneously. an AUTHORIZATION 'l'O

DISCLOSE HEALTH CARE RECORDS in' the form provided byeRS

192.525 (3). on which the following infOrmation has been

designated with reasonable particularity: the name of the

health care provider or providers or facility or

facilities from which records are sought. the categories

or types of records sought. and the time period.

treatment. or claim for which records are sought;,. J:f t;,he

name of a health care provider or facility is unknown t;,o

the party seeking records. they may designate "all" health

care providers or facilities. or "all" of them within a

described categorv. The AUTHORJ:ZATION shall designate t;,he

attorney for the party whose records are sought;,. or t;,hat;,

party' if unrepresented. as the persons to whom the records

are released. 5 ,

Hl3} Within 14 days after receipt of service of such

a SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE HEALTB CARE

RECORDS. a party whose records are sought shall:

Hl31 Ca} as to any part of the request t;,o which it

does not object. obtain the signature of a person able 1;0

consenS;. to the release of the requested records or

authorized bv law to obtain the records. as used in ORS

192.525 C2}« and a date of signature. on the AUTHORJ:ZATIQU

and. either

...3B 5
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H(3) Ca) Ci) return it to the requesting party

for its use· in obtaining records directly

from the health care providerCs) or

facilityCs) •

H(3) fa) (if) serve the SUBPOENA and

AUTHORJ:ZAT:ION by mail on the health care

provider or providers or facility or

facilities indicated. along with the

STATEMENT or :INSTRUCUONS provided ip section

3 below, and

H(3) (b) as to anY' part of the SUBPOENA and

AUTHOR:IZAT:ION to which it does obJect. serve. a writtep

obiection pursuant to ORCP 43 B on the party seeking the

discovery,§.

H(4) Upon receipt of an obiection to all or part. of a

SUBPOENA and AUTHORJ:ZAT:ION pursuant to subsection (2) (b)

above. the party issuing the SUBPOENA and AUTHOR:IZA'!':IQH

may seek an order compelling discovery. pursuant to QRC;P

H(5) Upon serving an obiection to part or a11 of •

SUBPOENA and AUTHOR:IZAT:ION pur.suant to subsection (2) (b)

above. the obiecting party may seek an order ·limiting

..3.B_6



extent. of disclosure. pursuant t.o ORCP 36 C.2

H(6) Statement of instructions. Along wit.h a

SUBPOENA and AUTHORIZATION for healt.h care records

direct.ly from a healt.h care provider or facility

hereunder. t.he party whose records are sought shall

prepare and serve on t.he hospital or healt.h care provider

with the AUTHORIZATION the following STATEMEN'f or

:INSTRPCT:IONS:1.

H(6) (a) Enclosed wit.h this STATEMEN'f 01'

INSTRUCT:IONS is a st.at.utory SUBPOENA and AUTHORiZA'l':ION '1'0

D:ISCLOSE MED:ICAL RECORDS pursuant to ORS192.525(3) which

has been signed by a person able to consent to the release

of the requested records or authorized by law .to obtain

the records. Copies of the designated records are Bought

by each of the· following parties:

H(6) (a) (i) (name and address of person who.e

records are sought. or their attorneXl,

H(6) (a) (il) (name and address of eagh other

party or their attorneY who seeks access to the.

regords) .



HU} (b) l:n order to comp1y with this

Authorization and these instructions. p1ease make

copies of the designated records. p1ace each copy :tn a

separately sealed package bearing the address and postage

to each of. the names identified above. and place a11 of

them together in one package or shipment. and mai1 that;

package within five (5) days of this date to the person

whose records are sought or their representatiye. whose

name and address are listed first above. only

(name of person or their attorney whose records

are sought) is authorized. to receive the copies of these

records direct;ly from you,'-

H(6) (c) The STATEMENT OF INSTRYCTIONS shall be

signed by the party whose records are sought. or their

att:orney. and a copy served with a certificate of service

pursuant to ORCP 9 C on each party or their attorneY.

seeking discoverv of the health care records.

Bill. Mode of Compliance. [The following is the existing first

paragraph of 55 H(2) verbatim, but with "hospital records" c~anged

to "health care records" and "hospital' changed to "health care

provider" and "pretrial" added] [Hospital] Health care records

may be obtained by subpoena pretria1 only as provided in this

section. However, if disclosure of any requested records is

restricted or otherwise limited by state or federal law, then the



protected records shall not be disclosed in response to the

subpoena unless the requirements of the pertinent law have been

complied with and such compliance is evidenced through an

appropriate court order or through execution of an appropriate

consent. Absent such consent or court order, production of the

requested records not so protected shall be considered proQuction

of the records responsive to the subpoena. If an appropriate

consent or court order does accompany. the subpoena, then

production of all records requested shall be considered production

of the records responsive to the subpoena. 10

H(7l (al (The following is existing language in

55 H(2) (a) with the same changes in terminology and additional

appropriate language changes; the reference to subsection (3) has

been changed to subsection (8).) Except as provided in subsection

[(4)) J.ll of this section, when a subpoena is served upon a

custodian of [hospital) health care records in an action in which

the [hospital] health care provider is not a party, and the

subpoena requires the production of all or part of the records of

the [hospital) health care provider relating to the care or

treatment of a patient [at) !& the [hospital) health care

provider, it is sufficient compliance therewith if a custodian

delivers by mail or otherwise [a] the number of true and correct

[copy) copies of all the records responsive to the subpoena

indicated in the subpoena or statement of instructions,

within five days after receipt thereof. Delivery shall be



accompanied by the affidavit described in subsection (8) of this

section. The [copy] copies may be photographic or

microphotographic reproduction.

H(7) (b) (The following is existing language in

55 H(2) (b) modified consistent with STATEMENT OFINSTRUCTJ:ONS in

H(6) above.) The [copy] copies of the records shall be separately

enclosed in [a] sealed envelope. or wrapper. on which the title

and number of the action, name of the witness, and date of the

subpoena are clearly inscribed. The sealed envelope. or wrapper.

shall be enclosed in an outer envelope or wrapper and sealed~ The

outer envelope or 'wrapper shall be addressed [as follows: (i) if

the sub,poena directs attendance in court, to the clerk of the

court, or to the judge thereof.if there is no clerk; (ii) if the

sub,poena directs attendance at a deposition or other hearing, to

the officer administering the oath for the deposition, at the

place designated in the sub,poena for taking of the deposition or

at the officer's place of business; (iii) in other cases involving

a hearing, to t~e officer or body conducting the hearing at the

official place of business; (iv) if no hearing is scheduled, to

the attorney or party issuing the subpoena] to the person whose

records are sought or their representative, whose n,m. !Ul4

address are listed in the STATEMEm' OF INSTRUCTIONS,

pursuant to section HI§} (a) (ii) herein,

-$16 10
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Ill1l. (Title of existing H(3» Affidavit. of cust.odi1U2 of

records.

H(8) Ca) (The following is existing language in

existing H(3) (a) with appropriate changes.) The records described

in this section shall be accompanied by the affidavit of the

custodian of the [bospital] health care provider, stating in

substance each of the following: (i) that the affiant is a duly

authorized custodian of the records and has authority to certify

. records; (ii) that the [copy is e l copies are true [copy]

copies of all the records responsive to the subpoena; (iii) that

the records were prepared by the personnel of the [bospital, staff

pbysicians or persons acting under tbe control of eitber] health

care provider, in the ordinary course of [bospital] itA

business, at or near the time of the act, condition, or event

described or referred to therein.

H(8)Cb) (The following is existing language in H(3) (b)

with appropriate changes.) If the [bospital] health care

provider has none of the records described in the subpoena, or

only part thereof, the affiant shall so state in the affidavit,

and shall send only thos~ records of which the affiant has

custody.

HCB) Ic) (The following is existing language in H(3) (c).)

-SIS _ 11



When more than one person has knowledge of the facts required to

be stated in the affidavit, more than one affidavit may be made.

H(9) (Existing title of H(4ll Personal attendance of

custodian of records may be required.

B(9)(a) (The following is existing language in H(4) (a)

with app~opr~ate changes.) The personal attendance of a custodian

of [hospital] health care provider records and the production

of original [hospital} health care provider records is required

if the subpoena duces tecum contains the following statement:

The personal' attendance of a custodian of [hospital] health

care provider records and the production of original records is

required by this subpoena. The procedure authorized pursuant to

Oregon Rule of Civil Procedure [55 H(2J] 55 H(71 aDd (8) shall

not be deemed sufficient compliance with this subpoena.

H(9)(bl (The following is existing language in H(4) (b)

with appropriate changes.) If more than one subpoena duces tecum

is served on a custodian of [hospital] health care proviQer

records and personal attendance is required under each pursuan~ to

paragraph (a) of this subsection, the custodian shall be deeIl\ed to

be the witness of the party serving the first such subpoena,•

..3 1>, 12



[H(5) Tender and pay.ment of fees .. Nothing in this section

requires tender or pay.ment of more than one witness and mileage

fee or other charge unless there has been agreement to the

contrazy. J

H(10) Fees for copies. A health care provider m,y

charge a reasonable fee for responding to a release

authorization or subpoena· for health care records. A

reasonable fee for cowing and providing such records

shall not exceed twenty-five cents ($0.25) per page. less

any prepaid witness fee. in the absence of personal

attendance by the custodian of the records .11

H(11) Obligation of party or attorney of party

whose health care records are received from health care

provider pursuant to subpoena. upon receipt of the sealed

copies of the health care records addressed to each of the

parties seeking access to them. the party whose records

are sought. or his or her attorney. shall open only the

copy addressed to that party or attorney. and shall haye

14 days in which to review them. Not later than 14 days

after receipt of the records from the health care provider

or facility. the party whose records are sought shall

either serve the unopened copies of the records AA each

party seeking them' or shall serve each such party with

obiections to their production pursuant to aRC' 43 B.

-3& _ 13



H(11) Ca) Priv:!1ege or object10n log. When a

party obiects to the provision of health care records

otherwise discoverable by subpoena pursuant to this

section, the party shall make the obiection expressly and

shall· describe the nature of the records objected to in a

manner that, ·without revealina information which is

privileged or protected, will enable other parties to

assess the applicability of the privilege or protection.

H(11) Cb) In camera rey1ew. Xn the event of a

motion to compel production of any health qare reqord.

which have been received bv the party whose record. are

sought pursuant to this section, that party shall deliver

the sealed copies of those records to the court for 1n

camera review within the time permitted for filing its·

response to the motion to. compel.

H C12) Nothing contained in this rule, or in the use

. of the AUTHOR:tZATXON TO DISCLOSE MEDiCAL RECORpS shall

constitute awaiyer of any common law or statutory

privilege against disclosure of any health care records,

or any other confidential communication between anY party

and a health care provider or facility, beyond the

contents of the records for which disclosure is

specifically authorized, and to the parties to whom

disclosure is specifically authorized under this section•
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H(13) Any health care records obtained pursuant 1:;0

this rule shall· only be used for purposes of the pending

litigation. After the litigation is resolved. the health

care records shall be either returned to the party whose.

records they are or destroyed.

* * * * *

Amendments to 55 I

RULE 55

[Medical Records] [Note: all of existing 55 I is deleted. though

not shown here]12

J:. Subpoena of health care records for trial,

attendance· of custodian with original records at trial

;[(1) Notwithstanding· Rule 55 H. a subpoena of health

care records to trial may be served directly on the health

care facility or its health care records custodian by the

party seeking the health care records without an

AUTHORJ:ZAT:ION TO D:ISCLOSE HEALTH. CARE RECORDS described at:;.

Rule 55 8(2) (bl above' or a STATEMEN'l,' OJ!' :INSTRUCT:IONS

described at Rule 55 H(6) above'
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Ill) la) Except as indicated in section ;[(2); it

is sufficient compliance with such a subpoena if a

custodian delivers by mail or otherwise a true and correct

copy of all the records responsive to the subpoena within

five. days after receipt thereof. sealed in an enyelope

addressed to the clerk of the court where the action is

pending. accompanied by an affidavit described in QRCP 55

H (8). Th~ copy may be photographic or micro photographic;.

The copy of the records shall be separately enclosed in' a

sealed envelope or wrapper on which the title and number

of the action. name of the health care provider or

facility. and date of the subpoena are clearly inScribed.

The sealed envelope or wrapper shall be enclosed in an

outer envelope or wrapper and sealed. The outer envelope

shall be addressed to the clerk of the court. or to the

:fudge if there is no clerk.

:I (1) (b) The package containing records produced

in response to a subpoena to trial shall remain sealed aM

shall be opened only at the time of trial at the direction

of the :Judge or with agreement of the parties. The

records shall be opened in the presence of' all parties who

have appeared. Records which are not introduced in

evidence or' required as part of the record shall be

returned 'to the custodian who submitted them•.
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:I (2) The personal attendance of a custodian of :health

care records and the production of original health care

records at a trial or deposition is required if a subpoena

duces tecum contains the following statement;:

The personal. attendance of a custodian of health

care records and the productiop of; the original

records. is required by this subpoena. The

procedures authorized by PRCP .4 C or PReP SS B

shall not be deemed sufficient; compliance wit;h

this subpoena.

, ,

* * * * *
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NOTES

1. It iB our belief that BO long aB A and B of Rule 44

remain, C, D, and B can be deleted without changing

any of the practical effectB of theBe rules, under the

aBBumption that we are now comprehensively providing

three alternative methods (requeBtfor production,

requeBt for Bigned releaBe, and Bubpoena-release), and

related BanctionB, for obtaining what should amount to

all medical records. We will need to consider the

queBtion whether Bome parts of D Btill need to be

Beparately Btated, before finalizing our

recommendationB.

2. Be 44 C(:l): We do not mean to be inadvertently

changing prior ruleB BO as to permit diBCOVery of. one

perBon'B recordB from Bome other person who haB no

duty or motive to protect them, e. g. , a previous party

in thiB action or Bome other action who has received

them for purpoBes of that previous or other action.

Among other things, the above new languag" int.ands to

make clear this is about getting the patient's records

from them or their legal repreBentative ill this

-.3 IS _ 18



actio.n.

Also, subsectio.n (b) ,was added rece.ntly to make sure

we are .notforeclosi.ngpractitio.ners from excna.ngi.ng ~,

sig.ned release form from the patie.nt wnich allows

anotner party to seek tne records tne'mselves, as is

sometimes done. When that method is not agreeable to

the patient or its attorney, or is not sufficient to

spri.ng loose tne records in tne eyes of tne provider,

or is not adequately" certain to get tne full records

in anyone's mind, tne rest of tnese rules may be'

invoked.

3 • We propose this new provision in ORC:£> 44 as a cross

reference to 55 H, leavi.ng all subpoena rules a.nd

procedures in chapter 55, wnere someone thinking about

it tnat way would look first, while also guidi.ng tne

person who looks first in ORC:£> 44 becauAle it is

esse.ntially a matter of pretrial discovery, relat.d by

objective to the rest of ORC:£> 44.

4. Re, 55 H(:l) , !rne empnasis on exclusivity of tnese

metnods '(release signed by patient and given to

oppo.ne.nt, or our new subpoena-release metnod) for

getting records "directly" from providers is to avoid

questions wnetner tney are still subject" to subpoe.na

)
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under the old rules we are trying to replace.

5. An obvious question may be· asked: Why does tbis use

both a subpoena and a "release" to get tbe records'l

!l'be answer is that tbe subcommittee wants botb tbe

automatic enforcement mechanisms of tbe sUbpoena power

.(without the need to invent new mecbanisms, or connect

into other existing ones) and the additional detailed

instructions we are more comfortable placing in tbe

release document. Additionally, combining tbe two

instruments ought to lay to rest any lingering

. uncertainty among providers about whether a subpoena

or a release gives them tbe broader autbority/

requirement to comply. Some practitioners bave bad

providers balk at releasing records either because no

subpoena or no release signed by the patient bad

accompanied the request. !l'his may stem from

interpretations of tbe federal statutes protecting

certain mental health records, drug records, and

perbaps AIDS testing records, whicb seem to require

written consent of the patient regardless of subpoena.

6 ~ Re: 55 8(3) (b): !l'his is our provision of an initial

opportunity to assert privilege or sCOPe of discovery

objections.



7. Re: 55 11(4} and (5): We intend to preserve the two

way street for seeking court guidance or sanction, so

that either party can go forward to seek a remedy

against the subpoena or its resistance.

8. Re: 55 11(6}: !rhe reason for this additional

instructional enclosure is our recognition of the

diffiCUlty using rules of civil procedure, which by

their nature apply to parties but not strangers to the

lit.igation, to force non-parties to do something. .rt

is not out of the question to make these s_e

instructions into rules mandating action by the

recipient of the subpoena if anyone is concerned that

medical providers will resist or fail. to comply with

these steps.

g. Re: 55 11 (6) (b): !rhe blanks in the instruction form

are for flexibility. Intent is that the number of

copies will be determined by the· number of litigants

desiring to receive the production. !rhe n_e blank is

for the party whose records are sought. We should

consider whether these points need more spelling out

in the rule.

10. Re: 55 11 (7): !rhis section, with slight word change.,

is preserved from the Council'. recent _endment. to

21



solve problems medical providers had with apparent

:inconsistencies between· our rule and federal

protections of certain medical records. We should not

have to re-hash that recent work.

11. We recognize that any atte.II\Pt to limit costs of

medical records copies may become controversial, but

there is a consensus of the subcommittee to "run it up

the flagpole" •

12. Re: 55r: We recognize there will be confusion and

perhaps unwanted changes in practice if our new

discovery procedures are not clearly distinguished

from what one does to subpoena medical records to

court for trial,· or to subpoena records custodians and

original records for trial show-and-tell. Because .'

this is adiffereD,t subject and 55 B is already quite

long, using 55 r seems logical for this placement.
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PAUL M.PUZISS, M.D., P.C.
PliYSlCIAN ANO SUIlGCON

ORTHOPfP:!: SuIIGlAY SHDULDER CUNfC ()jt; PtNlTl.ANO
Jaoo S.W. CEDAR HIUS BouLEY""n, #250

BEAVER ION. ORcGON 97005
(503),"",tl5

FnC503) su.tm

May 19, 2000

The Council on Court Procedures
Professor Maurice Holland
Executive Director

FAX: 541-346-1564

RE: ORCP 44 and ORCP 55 of Oregon Code of civil Procedure.

Dear Mr. Holland:

P.Ol

o;plomala American
Board of Orthopaedic
Surgery

It is my understanding that any changes in the codes in this regard
would require a physician's office to make multiple copies of
potentially huge charts of patients for legal cases.

Please note that this would place an enormously increased burden on
our already over-burdened medical staff. Our overhead is already
too high and further overhead increases cannot be tolerated, and it
is totally unfair to have physicians placed in this position.

I strongly oppose making doctor's offices a source of multiple
copies of charts. Our burdens are already too great already.
Please help eliminate this possibility as we simply cannot afford
it.

Sincerely,

Paul M. Puziss, M.D.
PMP:gts/bam
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May 18, 2000

YIA FACSIMII.E 541-346.1564

Prof. Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
Council on CourtProcedures
1221 University of Oregon
School of Law
Eugene, Or 97403-1221

Rc: Proposed Amendments to Oregon Rulesof Civil Procedure 44 and 55

DearProfessor Holland:

TheOregon Association of Defense Counsel appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the proposed amendments to ORCP 44 and 55, whichwe understand
will be further considered at the Council meeting on Saturday, May 20, 2000.

The DADC board discussed these proposed amendments, at length, at our
last meeting on May 10,2000. After careful consideration, the OADC has decided
to oppose the amendments to ORCP 44 and55. The OADC respectfully believes
that these proposed amendments would significantly complicate, delayand increase
the cost for the parties, attorneys andcourt of obtaining necessary medicalrecords
foruse in civil litigation. TheOADC board raised the following concerns, among
others, aboutthe proposed amendments to ORCP 44 and 55,

First,obtaining medical records under theseproposed amendments could take
90 daysor more, particularly when following the newauthorization/subpoena
procedure. There are so many places where plaintiffs counsel can object to the
subpoenaor particular records thattheparties andcourt couldbe tied up with
motionsto compel andother procedural complications for months, trying to obtain
medical records. There is nothing in these proposed amendments that would require
a plaintiffor plaintiffs counsel to provide a listof medical providers at the time a
personalinjurylawsuit is filed. As a practical matter, therefore, defensecounsel
often doesnot findoutabout all themedical providers until the time of the plaintiffs
deposition. Because ofRule21 motions anddocument discovery, that deposition
can oftenbe as muchas six months after thefiling of a lawsuit. If defensecounsel
then needed to proceed withthe subpoena/authorization route, it could be very
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difficult to obtain those records inpreparation fortrial. As youknow, a number of
Oregon counties, such as Multnomah, follow a vcry strictadherence to the 12·monlh
trial rule. Coos County sets cases 6 to 8 months from filing andsetovers arerarely
grantcd. Theroadblocks facilitated by these amendments seem very unfairwhcn a
plaintiffs attorney often has months oryears to obtain records andprepare a case
before filing a lawsuit.

Second, theOADC believes thatthese proposed amendments would bea step
backward from existing rules, Forexample, under current practice, defense counsel
can subpoena hospital records under ORCP 55(h) andmedical records underORCP
55(1). There was, nodoubt, substantial discussion about these provisions whenthey
wereadopted. Asweread thenewproposed amendments, theauthorization and
subpoena andthe records would goto plaintiffs counsel evenas to hospital records,
whichhas notbeenexisting practice. Plaintiffs counsel nowhas 14 daysto object
to a hospital subpoena under ORCP 55(h). We do notseewhyadditional roadblocks
needto be created fortheproduction of medical records.

Third, theOADC believes thatthesc proposed amendments will resultin
significant time andcostforplaintiffscounsel, defense counsel and the courts. We
envision a significant increase inpretrial discovery motions, arguing over the scope
of subpoenas andwhat records will beproduced andwhatrecords willnot be
produced. Aswill be discussed below, wedo notbelieve any of this is necessary,
and the production of medical records canbe accomplished muchmoreeasily toall
parties concerned asis done in rnany states. It is beneficial to allpartiesand to the
system to facilitate early case evaluation andearly settlement discussion. This
proposal does justthe opposite,

Fourth, these amendments shift all thedecision making aboutwhat is
relevant discovery from the courts to theplaintiffs attorney. It is not uncommon
for parties to have legitimate disagreement about which medical records are relevant
to a particular injury claim; it is difficult forthecourtto fairly resolve such a
disagreement without bothsides having have a full opportunity to knowwhat the
medical records sayin thefirst place.

The OADC requests the Council on Court Procedures to table these
proposed amendments sothatall interested groups could try to comeup with a much
more efficient way to produce medical records. We urge the Council to consider a
proposal to accomplish thefollowing:



Third, plaintiffor theplaintiffs attorney, shall provide a release to obtain
of thoserecords.

Fourth, an independent process service company could thenobtain copie.of
all thoserecords forboth theplaintiffs counsel andthedefense counsel.

Second, a plaintiffor their attorney shall respond to anagreed upon
interrogatory form thatrequires theplaintiff to reveal names of medical provldtte
theyhaveseenover the last10years.

First. a plaintiffwaives thephysician/patient privilege when a lawsuit It
whichplaces plaintiffs physical or mental condition in issue.

Prof. Maurice 1. Holland
May 18,2000
Page3
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Fifth, plaintiff is entitled to a protective order ensuring that information lbout[;
plaintiffsmedical condition would only be used in the context of the litigation, and,
'ifrequested, the records would be returned to plaintiff, or plaintiff's counsel, at the
conclusion of thecase.

Sixth, plaintiffcounsel would have sufficient time tomake anyobjection...
to theadmissibility of any ofthe records prior to trial.

TheOADC recognizes theCouncil onCourt Procedures has limited authority
to adopt amendments thatwould affect thepatient/physician privilege and that,
therefore, some ofthese proposed changes might have to bemade by the legislature.
However, the OADC believes thatthe type ofprocedure outlined above wouldmake
lifemucheasier onplaintiffs counsel, defense counsel andthe courts, whileat the
same time,ensuring theconfidentiality 0 f plaintiff's medical information. In
practice, defense counsel arenotgoing to try to refer to medical records at trial that
havenothing todo withtheinjuries being claimed. Forexample, if a plaintiffis
claiming neckinjuries, defense counsel is notgoing to refer to unrelated prior
problems thatplaintiffhashad with hisknee. Any objections that a plaintiff's
counsel may have to anyrecords coming in at trial canbe made in advance of trial,
but do notneed to delay theproduction of those records. Therecords at a minimum
may leadto admissible evidence and, therefore, arediscoverable. We suspectthat
therewould be a number of plaintiff's attorneys that would not objectto this typeof
proposal, whichis used ina number ofstates. This would be muchbetterfor the
courtsystem. The details of such a proposal could be worked out withall interested
groups.

sE. - .:21..
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Prof. Maurice J. Holland
May 18,2000
Page 4
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Thankyoufor this opportunity. We will have a representative at themeeting on May 20,
2000.

vex:.~!.!OutStJ/i2f-',.....~ \ilttt
/",., " -----
• ,._..' v-"

Jonathan M.Hoffman
President

cc: Mr.William A. Gaylord (viafacsimile 503-228-3628)
Mr. RalphC. Spooner (viafacsimile 503-588-5899) ,
Ms. Kathryn S. Chase (viafacsimile 541-343-0701)
The Honorable Daniel L.Harris (viafacsimile 541-776-7057)

JMH:cst
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May 20.2000

Terry Copperman, M.D., P.c.
fbyol\:lau &:SW5COA

Fdu\ily &.Gencral[tS'actic(

3525 Hilyard
Elle~l"', ()r~giln ':1/405

Ml-<l57-8581

TO: ProfessorMorris J. Holland, Exccutivo Director
Council on Court Procedures
Fox: 541/3~6-156~

RE: Proposed Amendments to ORCP 44 and ORCP 55
at Oregon Code of Civil Procedures

Tv WlIvllllt MClY CUIIl,Crn:

The proposed changes in procedures for obtaining medical records requiring
physicians' offices to make multiple copies of requested records places an
unrcaconablc and unfair burden on the practices at independent phy~ir.i;;n$.

As a solo practitioner in a small office. over the pastyear my staff and I hove IIClu to
work long overtime hours in nrrtsr to move from a situation where IllY practice was
fin;;nr.ially losing money to the place wtlE:lIt:! I aru breaKlnQ even. My staff is overworked
and overburdened by the economic transitional stresses to which we are subjected in
current times.

These proposed administrative rules place additional financial and stressful burdens
unfairlyon my staff and myself, whichwould result in further pressures to ehrmnate the
small independentphysician practitioners from our communrty. I stronglyoppose these
proposed amendments.

Sincerelyyours,

Terry Copperman, M.D.

TC/srs
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Council on Court Procedures:

Certlfie<l by tI,e American Iloard of Plastic Surgery
American Society of Ptesetc and Rec:.on~tryc:.tive Surseon~l tne.

Center for Plastic Surgery

~~.A/~ ..-It.!?P I 9 ~
Cascade Padfte Professional Center

960 Liberty St. S.E.. SuIte 100. Salem. OR 97302
(503) 364-5033

fax (503) 364-4820

Sincerely,

RE:
ORCP44
ORCP55
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Please fax all the information youhave on the amendments to ORCP 44 an
ORCP 55. Our fax number is (503) 364-4820. Or youcan mail the informa
to the above address. I.,
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May22, 2000

~il\t~N:4& MO
William NisbetM.D.• P.C.
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

Professor Maurice J. Holland
Executive Director
The Couneil on Court Procedures

Physicians of Klamath Family Practice Center

May 16.2000

DearProfessor Holland:

It hascome to our attention that there is a proposal to make substantial changes in the civil justice
procedures for obtaining health carerecords that would putthe burden of multiple eopies of medical
records on the health careprovider. The amount of papelWol1< thatwe haveto handle on a daily basis is
presently enormous. requiring a large medical clerkstaff. Anyfurtherdemands for copiesof charts would
lead to an ovenoad of our presently stressed system. Thesystem works reasonably well the waywe
haveit, please oppose any amendments to ORCP 44 and ORCP 55 of Oregon Codeof CivilProcedure.

C~~~
,1/f4
MichaelP. McCullough. D.P.M.

~~$~
Linda Tesrnan, PA-C.



STEPHENW. TEAL, M.D., EA.C.S.
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

PHYSICIAN &: SURGIlON
DIPLOMATE OFTHEAMERICAN BOARD OF ORlHOPAEDIC SURGERY

717S.W. Gilson Street. McMinnville, Oregon 97128-6997 • Phone (503) 472·5166 • Fax (503) 434-5372

.May 18, 2000

TRANSMITTED BY FACSIMILE (541)346-1564

Council on Court Procedures
Professor Maurice J. Holland, Execu1;ive Director'

Dear Professor Holland:

It has come to my attention that substantial changes in civil justice procedures
for obtaining health care records has surfaced in the Oregon Council on Court
Procedures.

This relates to ORCp·44 and ORCP-55 of the Oregon Code of Civil Procedures
and most certain unfairly burdens physicians' offices who are requested to
provide copies of medical records for people requesting them in court cases.

Already, this is an extraordinarily difficult, time consuming procedure for a
doctor's office to be asked to provide copies of medical records, especially ones
that are very thick and very complicated, .to individuals requesting them. We
feel it would be better to make one of the parties' attorneys responsible for this
task once the original record has been made available.

/V'f-.~ I' ~,. .,. .
Stephen W. Teal, M.D., F.A.C.S.

SWT:mdh
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NORTHWESTCORNEALSERVICES
TERRY E. BURRIS, M.D.

l?llk£i1'tf.,iIU:woounm

iSMay, 2000

Council on CourtProcedures
Professor Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
Fa:<: 541346-1564

DearDr.Holland:

I must strongly oppose the Oregon Council onCourt Procedures proposal to make myoffice have
to make multiple copies of medical records for court proceedings.

My office is already overly burdened making copies of records for various reasons, andthereis
hardly any time left for my staff to take care of patients and practice medicine. Additionally, there is
too much roomfor copy errors/ omissions forthevarious defendants, etc.

There should onlybe one official copy, which isthenprofessionally duplicated bythe interested
party's attorney's office or, perhaps, a professional Kinko's type operation where the copies canbe
certified asidentical duplicates.

Thank yOll for yourassistance in this regard.

S· I /")incere Yl.' ...... ____

(?4~Terry~BurriS, M.D.
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.... Ian0, P,lam.ra. MD
Lind. R, Hams, 1140
Lanita C, Witt. MD
Nancy L.Hagloeh, MD
Terresa S, Jung. :vIO

May 23.2000

'. "

Professor Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
TheCouneilon Court Procedures

'.

.',

, ,
• -t, •

We are writing to express ourstrong opposition to twoproposed, '. .'
amendments to ORCP 44andS5 ofthe Oregon Civil CodePr~" '. '
The proposal thatwill require physicians' offices responsi~e ,~ CQ.P~" ' , .'
and mailing medical records to any number of defendants in a casewolJ1d :,
be an extremely burdensome both operationally andfinancially. :M:ediC8l. .
offices arealready overburdened with paperwork dueto the _y :'"
changes wrought bythe advent ofmanaged care. This, in~0Ii ,.'
with fixed reimbursement levels for ourservices and the conunu8iJ.y' "
increasing cost ofdoing business. make this proposed amendIDent
untenable forourpractice to consider. ' , ".

Dear Professor Holland:

Nul'$tJ. P'I1(.·,iliun~,

Paula Daystal'. \\'HCNP

AdminJ:.'t'1l10'

Carol Flinn

C.,.,i/I.d Nu".. Mld",iI,."

Linda B!'OuzC', emI
linda Osbomc. (.'NM
Kru en ltc!'lnick. CNM
NancyS. Seule'n, C-NM
[lelly K. Taylor, CNM
Susan Yount. CNM

It would seem appropriate that theattorney for thedefendant should be .
theparty responsible to obtain the appropriate records. anddisJribute .
them to the individuals involved that need the information. .

, "
, '.

We would request your support in ensuring thatthese amendrlients do nPt.
get approved. Our local medical community works hard to'provide care' ,
for aU our residents. regardless oftheir insurance status. and feel1hat this '
is one additional burden that should notbe given to healthcare.Providers. '
Thank you foryour time.

"

The OB.Gyn Health CenterPhysicians

.'U/L
LindaHarris. MD

~.JiImI/.'
Lanita Witt,~ , , '.

777 Murphy Rnnd
M'c4ill1'd. OR ~7504

(541) 779.3460
roll Free: 80U-46(\-6451
Fax: (541)719-00RS

j~ 0- ':oI"lIUV\

Terresa Jung,
, . , " , ".

. , '
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521 NORTH MAINSTREET
ASHLAND, OREGON 97520

~-............-.......,...~-.....s;~....lolU'r.r...L~~oW.I- ~::LI.I-~~.I.¥
pi me ANDRECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
HAND AND WRIST SURGERY

May29, 2000

The Council on CourtProcedures

ATTENTION: Professor Maurice J. Hoiland
" Executive Director

DearProfessor Holland:

It is my understanding that there Isa possibility of court procedures being
.changed such that physicians' offices maybe asked to make multiple copies of
.requested records, place them in envelopes and seal them, and address themto
various defendants.

We are already very heavily bUrdened by requests for medical records by
lnsurees, Workers' Comp, lawyers, and agents involved in the Insurance industry.
Our staff Is already over-burdened by the managed care system involving much
morepaperwork, making the amount of time spent with patients comparatively
less. Paperwork Is already fivetimesthe amount of time spentwith patients. I
feel It would be verydifficult and a burden for us to be asked to make multiple
copies. etc.

if persons seeklegal avenues, I believe it Is their responsibility through their
lawyers to make and distribute the copies. We should only be asked for the one
copy. The legal system should takeover from there. This Is a legal.not a
medical, necessity.

We would like to reserve our time for the care and treatment of our patients.
oppose the Increase In paper work.

Thank you for yourconcern.

Sincerely,

,

We8,. antrl"",melltelly awe" 8/Id lila I8CycIH paper

'?>'\)-'3\{



O. xarru SWANSON
"lUll F. L\TIIEN

.tICIlAEL ALEXANDER
JNALO W. Ml;CANN

paARLES O. BURT
tQ28·19%

SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & McCANN, P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
388 STATESTREET

SUITE 1000
SALEM.OR 9730!·3571

FAX(503)588·7179
(503) 581-2421

May 25,2000

OFCOUNSEL
OAVIOW. HITIlE

GREGNOBLE
371·)404

Thomas E. Cooney
Cooney & Crew, PC
888 SW 5th Ave., Suite 890
Portland, OR 97204

Re: Council on Court Procedures

Dear Tom:

As the Chair of the Council on Court Procedures, I received a copy ofyour letter conceming
the proposed changes to ORCP 55 and 44. It is somewhat ironic that your concern about over
burdening physicians with copying was one of the matters that prompted the proposed changes
approximately three years ago when the council first addressed the subject. In other words, we were
distressed by the fact that records were being requested through production, then subpoenaed, then
subpoenaed for trial, with the result that the physicians were being burdened with multiple copying
tasks at multiple times. We were also concerned, that, as you well know, if records are requested
at different times, even if there have been no changes in the record, it seems that the copying is
always somewhat inconsistent, and that people are receiving slightly different versions ofthe medical
records. In order to try to alleviate this problem the Council appointed a committee some years ago
to look into a method of producing a common set of medical records that could be best relied upon
by the parties, without overburdening the physicians, and still maintaining some protection for the
Plaintiffs right of confidentiality. The product produced by the committee, although aimed at
achieving those goals, has apparently been perceived by many as doing exactly the opposite. Jim
Tate, a member ofOADC, attended our last council meeting and I hope received some information
which was helpful.

I just want to let you know that the Council is very cognizant of not unduly burdening
physicians in making copies ofmedical records, and hopes that this process will, generally speaking,
alleviate that burden while better satisfying the goals of the litigants.

I greatly appreciate your comments, and welcome any further opinions that you may hold.
I also want to extend an invitation to you to attend the Council meetings ifthat is your desire. Ifyou



Thomas E. Cooney
May 24, 2000
Page Two

have any further questions, don't hesitate to call me, or to call Bill Gaylord, who is the chair of the
committee working on this project.

,
Sincerely,

SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & MCCANN, PC

;\-, &r:"?s) _
\ \ ( \ '> '''' " \<. ' " , ,'-'-\..) \) l! Y __~ '

1. Michael Alexander

JMNmjb

CC: Bill Gaylord
Maury Holland

C\DOC\L\ccp.cooney t.he.wpd
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I), KmTlI SWANSON
"l;IL F.l.ATIiEN

lICHAEl AlEXANDER
,NALOW. MtCANN

,ltARlES D. BURT
1928-19%

SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & McCANN, P.C.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
388STATESTREET

SUITE 1000
SALEM.OR 97301-3571

FAX(503)588-7179
(503)581-2421

May 25, 2000

OF COUNSEL
DAVID W, IUTTle

GREG NOBLe
371-3404

BobHoffman, President
OregonAssociationof DefenseCounsel
147 SE I02nd

Portland, OR 97216

Re: ORCP 55 and 44

Dear Bob:

I am the chair of the counsel on court procedures and received a copy of your recent letter
concerning the changes to ORCP 55 and 44. You may well have talked to Bill Gaylord prior to
receiving this letter, but I did want to at least add my own thoughts.

First, without going into great detail, I want you to know that the council undertook this
projectapproximately three yearsago in an attemptto alleviate some problems that we say, at least
in the small number ofcases that production of medical records actually becomes a problem. One
of the difficulties that we recognize was the fact that, even if the Plaintiff was diligent and
professional in requestingand providing medical recordsin responseto a request forproduction, the
Defendant often felt a need to subpoenathose records as well. I think we have also all experienced
the situation where records that are subpoenaed are different from the records that were produced
by the Plaintiff, despite the fact that they should be identical. I believe that this problem is one of
copying, and not of lack of diligence or professionalism on the part of attorneys. However, such
inconsistencies can result in distrust among litigants. '

We also recognize that, due perhaps to the situation describedabove, defendants were both
requesting documents from theplaintiff,who in turn requested them from the doctors, and then the
samedefendantsweresubpoenaingthe recordsto insure that the proper documentswereproduced.
This placedthe physician in the positionofresponding to multiple requests for recordson multiple
occasions. This not only resulted in excessivecopying and disruption of the physician's practice,
but also again heightened the possibility that records would be miscopied and that the attorneys
wouldbe dealing with inconsistentdocuments.

The changes to the rule were sought to alleviate these problems, while still affording some
reasonable protection to a plaintiffto preserve confidentiality ofmedical records that are in fact not
pertinent to the lawsuit, or otherwise discoverable.

'313-'3'7



Bob Hoffman
May 25., 2000
Page Two

Those were the goals that the council set out to achieve through the rule change. However,
in light of some of the comments that I have received, it appears that the rule is perceived as a
somewhat partisan attempt to make records more difficult for de tense counsel to obtain. Perhaps
Bill Gaylord's presence as the chair of the committee, and maybe even my presence as the chair of
the council, heightens this perception ofpartisanship. Please be assured that nothing could be further
from the truth. If you are not familiar with the council rules, we need a super majority to pass any
change to the rules. This matter was undertaken some years ago and the committee working on the
project was initially chaired by Judge Anna Brown. She instituted much of the work before her
elevation to the Federal bench. The committee working on the 55/44 changes has always been
comprised ofrepresentatives ofboth sides of the bar. The committee has put in a great deal ofwork
on this project with an aim towards improving the current rules in this area. It is the committee's
desire, and the council's desire to make a positive change to the rule that will be beneficial to
Plaintiffs, Defendants, and medical providers. We will continue to work diligently towards that
result, and hope that a rule can be fashioned which is in fact an improvement. I was happy that Jim
Tate was at our last council meeting and I hope that he obtained information that is helpful in
understanding the history of this proposed rule change.

I certainly welcome comments from you, and from your organization. The council does try
to make sure that information is disseminated to interested parties so that we do obtain input from
such sources. I certainly invite further comment, and also invite you, Mr. Tate, or any other
representative of OADC to attend the council meetings. If you have any questions, please contact
me, or contact Bill Gaylord who is chairing the committee and working on the rule. Once again, I
appreciate your comments which I find very helpful.

Sincerely,

SWANSON, LATHEN, ALEXANDER & MCCANN, PC

\- "" . \ - (:~:~- '

, , U -...;.
'-
J. Michael Alexander

JMAlmjb
Ene.
CC: Bill Gaylord

Maury Holland

C,IDQOLIOADCl.Itt,wpd
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The Ear. Nose andThroatSpoeialisls
Pbysleiun.and SUllleons

Administrative Offiee (S03)228-1529

F",,(503) 224·0722

GlenA. MiUi~.M.D.
GaryJ. Delont.M.D.
GordonA.Oow"Il.M.D.
10819 S.Il.Stark.#300
Portland. OR 97216
(S03) 256-0038
FAX: (S03) 2,57.0216
10202 S.E.32nd. #503
Milwaukie.OR 97222
(503)659·535I
FAX: (503) 659·8399

May26, 2000

Counsel on CourtProcedures
ProfessorMaurieaJ. Holland, Executive Director
fax (541) 346-1564

If copies need to be made it should be done by one of the involved parties
attorneys and at theirexpense.

This letteris to statemy strong objection to amendments ORCP44 and
ORCP 5S of the Oregon Codeof CivilProcedures. I think it is veryunfair to ask
for physician'soffices to makemultiplecopiesofrequested records to send to

variousdefendants in a law suit.Davi<I F. Wilson. M.D.
911 N.W. ISlbAve.
Pot1bnd. OR 91209
tl:"",\) 227..JG66

(503) 227·2234

R. S,.rlillgllodll!On. M.D. Dear Sir,
Bryce!!. rOller. M.O.. D.M.D.
EtIc1. DIerks. M.D.. o.M.D;
J.....P.CU)ler.M.D.
1849N.W. Keam<:y. #300
Pot1bnd. OR 97209
(S03) 224-1371
PAX: (503)224·0722

Respectfully Submitted,

e~~

\". .......~ A.1..ewiR. M.D.
CroigK. Hertler. M.D.
~"'IW/M~~~/~:~i..L.c.My profession is in thepractice of medicine. I'm not in the business of providing
2222N.W. Lovejoy.6S07 copying services.
Portland. OR 97210
(503) 222·3638
FAX: (S03) 223·5139
915SS.W..B.mes Rd.. 6331
Portland. OR 97225
(503) 221·3101
FAX' (S03) 297·5285

Larry R. ThOlllaS. M.D•.
Du...A. LIJlld.1>c:rg. M.D. CraigK. Hertler, M.D.
2222 N.W. Lovejoy. 6622
Portland. OR 97210
(503) 229·8455
FAX,(503)229·7028 CKH:tw

Glady'M.1kddoc.M.O.
M.ichen.B. Vessely. M.D.
S485 S.W. Borland ll.d.. #B
ruala,in. OR 97062
'503) 692·1190
'AX: (503)692·7017

4lchacl B.Flaming. M.D.
,. "". D.Pedersen, M.D.

r.Il.Hoyt.H6S5
, .odl<I. OR 97213
SO' 1-6673
'il 03)231-oJ~1

0202 S.l':. 3~nd. #$03
Iiiwaukie,OR !/7222
io3J 659·S3Sl

ZSI-~ IOO/IOO'd 8S~-1 eUE-ZZNOS s,on-n"H"'H-nO~~ LI:ZI OOOZ-IO-Nor



For Distribution at 4-8-00 Council Meeting

Amendments to Section 54 E Proposed by
Rule 54 Subcommittee

{{Matter to be added in bold underlined; to be deleted in
[italics enclosed in square brackets)

1 E. Compromise; Effect of Acceptance or Rejection.

2 Except as provided inORS 17.065 through 17.085, the party against

3 whom a claim is asserted may, at any time up to 10 days prior to

4 trial, serve upon the party asserting the claim an offer to allow

5 judgment. ex c 1 u s i v e 0 fat tor n e y fee s. cos t s. and

6 disbursements. to be given against the party making the offer

7 for the sum, or the property, or to the effect specified therein.

8 If the party asserting the claim accepts the offer, the party

9 asserting the claim or such party's attorney shall endorse such

10 acceptance thereon, and file the same with the clerk before trial,

11 and wihin three days from the time it was served upon such party

12 asserting the claim; and thereupon judgment shall be given

13 accordingly, as a stipulated judgment. Unless the parties

14 agree [ d upon) otherwise by a separate agreement [the parties),

15 costs, disbursements, and attorney fees shall be entered in

16 addition as part of such judgment as provided in Rule 68. If :t:he

17 offer is not accepted and filed within the time prescribed, it

18 shall be deemed withdrawn, and shall not be given in evidence on

19 the trial; and if the party asserting the claim fails to obtain a

ATTACHMENT 3C
.3C- (



•

20 more favorable judgment, the party asserting the claim shall not

recover costs, prevailing party fees, disbursements, or at~orney

22 fees incurred after the date of the offer, but the party against

23 whom the claim was asserted shall recover of the party asserting

24 the claim costs and disbursements, not including prevailing party

25 fees, from the time of the service of the offer •

.3~ _ 2



CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON
FOR LANe COUN'lY

LANE COUN'lY COURlHOUSE
125E.8TH AIlliNUE

EUOENE. ORSOON 1171101-2926

June2,2000

J. Michael Alexander, Chair
Council on CourtProcc:durcs
1221 University ofOregon
School ofLaw
Eugene, OR 97403-1221

Sent via FAX: 541-346-1564

Re: ORCP54E

LYLE C. VELURE
CIRCUIT COURT JUDCiE

15411682-4256
Fax154111182-7437

...Ml~
De~4er:

I disagree wi~ the proposed amendment toORCP, Rule54E. The offermust be
global to meaningful assistin the settlement process.

LCV:ss

Tnn fiJI L£tL Z89 itS XV~ 9S:£0 I~ OOOZ/ZO/90



REVI SED ATTACHMENT 3 D TO AGENDA OF JUNE 10 , 2000 MEETING

Two Proposals bv Jury Reform Subcommittee*

June 10, 2000 Council Meeting

PROPOSAL 1: To amend ORCP 58 A and B as shown below (language to

be added in bold underlined; to be deleted [in italics enclosed in

square brackets]).

RULE 58. TRIAL PROCEDURE

1 A. Order of Proceedings on Trial by the Court. Trial by the

2 court shall proceed in the order as prescribed in subsections ([1] ~) through

3 ( [4 J .[) o f section B of this rule [ ,J unless the court [,] tor [special

4 reasons ,] good cause stated in the record otherwise directs.

5 B. Order of Proceedings on JUry Trial. [When the jury has been

6 selected and sworn, the trial,' unless the court for good and sufficient reason

7 otherwise directs, shall proceed in the following order] The trial by a

8 jury shall proceed in the following order unless the court, for

9 good and sufficient reason stated in the record. otherwise directs:

10 B(l) [The plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case and the

11 issues to be tried; the defendant then, in like manner, shall state

defendant's case based upon any defense or counterclaim or both]12

13 shall be selected and sworn. Prior to voir dire « each

The

party

jury

may,

14 with the court· s consent r present a concise statement of the facts

15 to the entire jury panel.

16 B (2) [The plaintiff then shall introduce the evidence on plaintiff's

17 case in chief, and when plaintiff has concluded, the defendant shall do

18 *Judge Harris, chair; Judge Carp, Judge Dickey, Mr. Johnson, Ms. McKelvey,
19 and Mr. McMillan, members.

20 3D-l



21 likewise] After the iury is sworn, the court shall instruct the

22 jury concerning its duties, its conduct, the order of proceedings,

23 the procedure for submitting questions of witnesses if permitted.

24 and the elementary legal principles that will govern the

25 proceedings.

26 B(3 } [The parties then respectively may introduce rebutting evidence

27 only, unless the court in furtherance of justice permits them to introduce

28 evidence upon the original cause of action, defense, or counterclaim.] lThe

29 plaintiff shall concisely state plaintiff's case and the issues to

counterclaim. 1

30

31

be tried;

defendant's

the

case

defendant

based upon

then,

any

in like

defense or

manner, shall state

plaintiff's case in chief, and when plaintiff has conoluded. the

onevidencetheintroduce

the plaintiff shall commence and

plaintiff may waive the opening

shall

argues the case to the jury, the plaintiff

the argument of the defendant, but not

[When the evidence is concluded, unless the case is submitted by

both sides to the jury without argument,

conclude the argument to the jury. The

B (4)

argument, and if the defendant then

shall have the right to reply to

o the r wi s e • ] 2 :.!T:JhlJeL_pJ2.,!l,jatii];nl!t~J.!.·.lif..!f'--l!!!!j!,1!d._~..!JC!;"!;~'il!£!L_l'.AJl!L_~Y.ilb.Q.!i!.lil£:!;L_.Q!.!

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39 defendant shall do likewise. 2

40 B (5) [Not more than two counsel shall address the jury in behalf of the

41 plaintiff or defendant; the whole time occupied in behalf of either shall not

be limi ted to less than two hours.] 3The parties respectively may42

43 introduce rebutting evidence only, unless the court in

44 furtherance of justice permits them to introduce evidence upon the

45 original cause of action.. defense or counterclaim .. 3

1---1This language is identical to existing B(l) except for the omission
of "or both" at the end of the sentence.

2---2This language is identical to existing B(2) except that "then" is
omitted between "plaintiff II and "shall."

3-- C3This language is identical to existing B(3) except that "then" is
omitted between "z'espec t LveLy" and lImay.1I
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46 B(6) [The court shall then charge the jury. ] 4When the evidence is

47 concluded. unless the case is submitted by both sides to the iury

the plainti£f shail COmmence and conclude the

The plaintiff may waive opening arqumen~,

48

49

50

without argument,

argument to the jury.

and if the defendant then argues the case to the iury, the

51 plaintiff shall have the right to reply to the argument of the

52 defendant. but not otherwise.4

53 Not more than two counsel shall address the jury on

54 behalf of the plaintiff or defendant. the whole time occupied on

55 behalf of either shall not be limited to less than two hours. 5

The instructions may be given before or after

56

57

After

instruct the iury.

the evidence is concluded. the court shall

58 the closing arguments. 6

59 with the court's consent. jurors are permitted to

60 submit to the court questions directed to witnesses or to the

61 court. The parties shall be given an opportunity to obiect to

62 such questions out: of the presence of the jurv. 7

4---4This language is identical to existing B(4) .

5---5Th:j.s is a new subsection. Its language is identical to existing
B(5) except that on lines 50-51 and 54-55 it substitutes "on behalf" for "in
behalf. "

6---6This is a new subsection. It
language of, existing B(6), which states:
jury. II

corresponds to, but modifies the
"The court then shall charge the

7---7This subsection and its language are entirely new.
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PROPOSAL 2--Alternate juror rule amendments:

A number of proposals have been discussed regarding the method of
selecting alternate jurors. The goal is to improve the experience from the
juror's perspective. The proposals have principally centered around two
possible new methods for selecting alternate jurors:

1. Do not distinguish between the jurors and alternates until the end
of the case. The following language was suggested by the OSB procedure and
Practice Committee for this approach:

The identity of alternate jurors shall not be determined until
the end of the trial. At the time of impanelment, the trial judge
shall inform the jurors that at the end of the case, the alternate
jurors will be determined by lot in a drawing held in open court.

2. Choose the alternate jurors during jury selection, but don't tell
the jurors who the alternates are until the case is handed off to the jury at
the end of the trial. The court and counsel would know who they are at the
time of selection.

It is recommended that
being formally considered by

this issue be
the Council.
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Jury reform proposals being addressed - specifically, proposal lil ORCP 58
B(9), ORCP 58 B(l) and Proposal li2 ORCP 58 C.

Proposal li2 ORCP 58 C: Jury Deliberations
Your proposed language faithfully follows the procedure now used in

Arizona by court rule. I had the opportunity to visit the Arizona courts
last year. Their view, based upon their actual experience, is that it is a
theoretically good rule on paper but does not work well in practice. The
reason: There is little opportunity to have all the jurors available in
the jury room during a trial. Typically, there is a 15-minute break in the
morning and a 15-minute break in the afternoon. These are essentially
bathroom breaks. The average lunch hour is· 60 to 90 minutes. A
substantial nurober of jurors do not remain in the jury room during the
lunch hour.

~ggestion: Why require that all jurors be present when they discuss the
·idence? They are instructed to reserve judgment until formal

<.1eliberations. It is beneficial for any nurober of jurors to discuss the
evidence as it develops during the trial.

Proposal li1 ORCP 58 B(9): Jury Questions
I am very pleased that the current version of this rule does not;

restrict questions to written questions.
I'm an outspoken advocate of unrestricted oral questions at any stage

of the trial. In the approximately four years that I have used this
procedure I've never had a problem of any type. No lawyer, party or juror
has ever complained. I'm attaching an article I wrote that sets forth the
oral question procedure phis· a transcript of some of the juror's questions.
Proposal 1i1 ORCP 58 B(l): Mini Opening Statement

Why just a mini opening statement? Why not present the complete
opening before the entire jury panel before voir dire? This would avoid
repetition. Voir dire would be much enhanced.

By chance, I will be attending a meeting for the Judicial Fitness
Commission on the same date, time and place, and I hope to be able to
attend part of your meeting. In the event I cannot, these are my thoughts.
ThaI1k you for the opportunity to present them.
(See attached file: juryquestions5.wpd) (See attached file:
jurorsintrial1.wpd)

Bob Jones
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The Informed Juror

Robert P. Jones, Circuit Judge
4th Judicial District

While most lawyers hold the belief that a trial is a search for the truth, they
reserve the exclusive right to determine what truths the jury shall be told.
Allowing jurors the opportunity to ask questions gives the jurors the groundwork
to make more informed decisions. Why shouldn't we give our jurors all the tools
they need to do their job? As early as 1907, the Supreme Court of North Carolina
held, "There is no reason that occurs to us why this [questions from the jury]
should not be allowed in the sound legal discretion of the court...." State v.
Kendall, et al., 57 S.B. 340, 341 (N.C. 1907).

This is the fourth year that I have permitted jurors to ask oral questions of
the witnesses during trial. Initially I was apprehensive. I was fearful that
something would occur that would cause a mistrial. Now I permit questions as a
matter of course, and I've yet to have a mishap.

There are currently five states, as well as some Oregon judges, that permit
written jury questions, Their procedure requires the jurors to ask written
questions after the witness has testified. The judge then reviews the questions in
chambers with the attorneys or holds a bench conference. Because of impaired
hearing and my courtroom design, my personal options were limited to either
sending the jury out or adjourning to chambers. Either option was an unwieldy
and time-consuming process. Moreover, in my experience, written questions
lessen the spontaneity ofjury participation. Oral questions asked at any time
during the testimony create a relaxed and participatory ambience in the
courtroom.

While encouraging jurors to withhold their questions until the direct and
cross-examination is finished, depending on the nature of the question, I will put
it to the witness immediately. Those types of questions are normally .
uncomplicated, such as explaining a technical term.

Written vs, Oral Questions
In a bench trial, judges ask the witness oral questions without restriction.

As a fact finder, why should a judge have the right to ask questions but deprive
jurors of that privilege? What is the distinction? We know that jurors often raise
questions among themselves during deliberations. Why not hear those questions
in open court? If the question is improper, it can be answered appropriately.
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In December, 1998, I had the opportunity to spend a week in Phoenix,
Arizona, studying their jury reform procedures. I was impressed. I listened to
panels composed of trial attorneys, judges and former jurors. While other jury
reform procedures were discussed, written jury questions were by far the most
favored.

When I brought up the use of oral questions in Phoenix, the reaction was
circumspect. No one identified a specific concern but felt it was "venturesome."
I'm not aware of any other court, in or out of Oregon, that permits oral questions
from the jurors at any time.

Electronic Objections
I returned to Portland somewhat subdued, but continued with my oral

question procedures. I was revitalized by the enthusiasm shown by the attorneys
who attended the OSB Litigation Seminar in March of this year where I discussed
jury reform, including oral questions.

My method of instant electronic objections, while not flawless, permits a
juror to ask oral questions at any time a witness is on the stand, yet preserves
counsel's right to object. Here is how I do it:

Installed in my courtroom underneath each counsel table is a concealed
toggle switch, each ofwhich is connected to two small battery-sized lights on my
bench. The jurors cannot see either the toggle switches or the lights. At the
instant the toggle switch light is illuminated by counsel, I immediately interrupt
the question, then explain to the jury why that question was not germane. I
remain vigilant to stop a juror's question the moment I sense a problem, even
though no objection is made. Without fail, the jurors accept my explanation with
good grace.

One of the criticisms of the written question procedure is that whether the
conference with the judge is at the bench or in chambers, litigators worry that
jurors will suspect that the lawyers in some way were responsible for the question
not being answered. The electronic objection lessens this concern.

During the jury orientation, I painstakingly instruct the jury as to the
questioning procedure. I emphasize that not all jurors' questions will be allowed
and that I will be the one making that determination.

At the pretrial conference, I discuss the jury question process with the
attorneys. I assure them that, as responsible officers of my court, I will accept
their electronic objection without question. While I have occasionally disagreed
with an objection, I have not witnessed any abuse.
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Jurors' Reactions
While I routinely ask jurors to make written evaluations of the attorneys'

performances post-verdict, the questionnaire does not include or solicit comments
on the jury question procedure. For this article, I've arbitrarily selected the
questionnaires from my most recent jury trial. Seven of the twelve jurors
volunteered these written comments:

"I sincerely appreciate that the judge allowed us to ask questions during the
trial. It seemed much more a participatory democracy, and I think a much more
effective procedure. "

"I liked the idea that we were able to ask questions. Thank you. "
"Being able to ask questions was very helpful and much appreciated. Thank

youfor the opportunity to be onjury duty."
"Thank you for allowing the jurors to ask questions. It helped make clear

several keypoints."
"Thankyoufor the opportunity to ask questions as ajuror. It made my

experience as a juror much more interesting and rich, and I believe we arrived at a
better decision as a result. "

"Thank you for allowing the jury to ask questions. "
"The ability ofthe jurors to ask questions made the deliberation much more

clear."
These specific jurors' comments mirror the sweeping approval I have

received from my jurors over the years. The only criticism that I have heard from
the jurors are occasional complaints about the juror who other jurors feel asks too
many questions. That is irritating, but tolerable.

Attorneys' Reactions
First-time lawyers in my court are quite wary of the concept but, when they

understand how the electronic objection works, most are reassured. Litigators
who regularly try jury cases in my court seem to be comfortable with the concept.
The most common litigator reaction is chagrin that they had not asked the
question posed by the juror.

Litigators and judges who have not used jury questions have difficulty in
accepting that this jury reform procedure is designed for jurors, not judges or
lawyers. They expect jurors to remain silent, to digest and comprehend in a few
days what the attorneys have spent months scrupulously studying. "It may
sometimes be that counsel are so familiar with a case that they fail to see problems
that would naturally bother a juror who is presented with the facts for the first
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time." 1

The expected evils of juror questioning have proved to be myths. There
have been no significant reported incidents of juror misconduct, and there have
been no episodes of substantial interference with the orderly process of trials.

Client's Reactions
While specific data has not been collected, the reactions from the parties

that I am aware of have been favorable. It has been reported to me by several
lawyers that their clients felt the jurors' questions indicated that the jury was
paying close attention to the evidence.

Advantages2

1. The nature of juror questions often alerts the trial judge and the attorneys
when the jurors have misunderstood an important point of the evidence or
testimony, thus giving them the opportunity to correct the misunderstanding
with new witness testimony, closing arguments, or jury instructions on the
Issue.

2. Permitting jurors to ask questions increases the likelihood that the jury will
understand the witness testimony and give it appropriate weight during
deliberations.

3. Permitting jurors to ask questions helps keep them alert and engaged in the
trial proceedings, thus increasing satisfaction with jury service.

Judges' Reactions
I'm not a spokesperson for judges, nor am I aware of any poll that's been

conducted as to their position on oral jury questions. In Multnomah County the
Multnomah Bar Association did a survey this year which included a question
about the use of written questions from the jury. Nineteen judges responded that
they did not permit them; ten said that they did, although some of those ten judges
did not inform jurors that they could submit written questions. My reading of my
colleagues' views is that there would be little enthusiasm for oral questions.

1 United States v. Callahan, 588 F.2d 1079, 1086 (5th Cir.1979).

2 JURY TRIAL INNOVATIONS 145(G. Thomas Munsterman, Paula L. Hannaford& G. Mark
Whitehead,eds., American Bar Association1998).
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How Many Questions and How Much Time is Involved?
A recent study found that:
Only 16 percent of the questions asked were objected to.
The average was about five questions per trial.
That amounts to about one question per day.
There was about one question for every two hours of trial time.
It added about one hour to a one-week trial.

Insurance
There are few instances of inquires relating to the old bugaboo of insurance.

I can only recall several cases where jurors asked about worker's compensation or
collateral source medical coverage, and only one flat-out question about liability
insurance. In those rare situations I respond by saying to the jury, "I'm glad you
asked that question because it now gives me the opportunity to instruct you on this
issue." A lawyer has yet to object to my response, move for a mistrial or seek
further cautionary instructions on those occasions.

In a way, I welcome those infrequent questions about insurance. Many of
us suspect that insurance is on occasion discussed by jurors in the jury room;
giving that cautionary instruction to a jury early on should discourage that topic
from being raised during deliberations.

What Types of Questions Do Jurors Ask?
They range from the very simple to the complex. Most are intelligent and

sensible, often demonstrating a keen mind and perception. They are not
pejorative. Frequently, jurors refer to their individual notes when asking
questions. The testimony of expert witnesses, especially physicians, generates
many of the questions. Jurors commonly ask experts to define technical terms.
Most expert witnesses, many of whom have held teaching roles, respond
comfortably to fielding jurors' questions.

Lawyers who listen to jurors' questions have an unsurpassed opportunity to
discern the areas ofjurors' interests. Skilled litigators recognize the advantage of
this advance insight into the jurors' thinking. It can be a distinct plus. When
requested, I usually permit the lawyers to pursue the line of questions raised by
the jurors.

What Types of Cases?
I detect a notable correlation between the simplicity of the case and the

number of questions. In many "routine" cases there are few questions; frequently
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there are none. In a complex case there can be many questions. There is no doubt
in my mind that jurors focus more closely on the presentation of the evidence
when they are allowed to ask questions.

The Risk Factor
President Roosevelt's well-known saying, "The only thing that we have to

fear is fear itself," illustrates the feelings of anxiety that some lawyers and judges
suffer when this procedure is broached.

While it is conceivable that a juror could blurt out a question that is
inappropriate before the judge could intervene - this has yet to happen to me 
what could be the real damage? That juror's question would not be answered and,
if warranted, the jury could be cautioned. A mistrial is a possibility, yet the
hazard of a mistrial would not be as great as other juror misconduct, such as
talking to a party or a witness.

Reflections
I plan to continue to permit oral questions. It is popular with my jurors and

accepted by all but a few of the lawyers who litigate civil jury trials in my court.
I appreciate that continual judicial supervision is required to respond promptly to
an electronic objection or to halt a juror's question that appears to be headed into a
prohibited area. I would not expect many trial judges would encounter much
difficulty in monitoring the questions.

Implementing jury reforms in every jurisdiction is critical to the survival of
the jury system as we know it today. Traditional jury procedures have largely
failed to take into account how juries process information and make decisions, and
have forced jurors to act contrary to their natural tendencies)

I was a trial lawyer for twenty-seven years and have been a trial judge for
over twenty years. I'm convinced that oral questioning is the most significant and
stimulating procedural change that I have experienced!

It is a unique experience in a jury trial - regardless of the verdict you
obtain, you will have the satisfaction of knowing that your jurors were well
focused and that likely you tried a better case having had the opportunity to hear

3 Mark R. Horowitz, Jay H. Tressler & Gregory C. Read, The NationalJury Trial
Innovations Project, THE FEDERAL LAWYER, Jan. 1999, at 31.
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the jurors' concerns as the trial progressed.t
Arizona Superior Court Judge Michael Dann, a national leader in jury

reform, has a simple response to lawyers who oppose jury questions: "'Have you
ever tried it?'" he says. "Inevitably, they haven't. So I say, 'Try it, then let's
talk.'"

Whether you are a lawyer or a judge, I say if you try it, you will like it!

4 Suggested reading:
a) Judge Ken Curry and M. Beth Krugler, The Sound ofSilence: Are Silent Juries the

Best Juries", 62 TEXAS BAR JOURNAL 5 at 441 (May 1999).
b) Bill Ibelle, What Happens When Jurors Can Ask Questions?, 98 LWUSA 241

(March 23, 1998).
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JOHN SELLER v. RICHARD SHEPHERD, MD
CASE NO. 9903-03166

PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY: C. RICHARD NOBLE
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: JOHNHART

TRIAL DATES: MAY 22 - MAY 26, 2000

Juror: When you say that you propped the patient up and the fluid comes down
and there is enough fluid to safely enter - obviously, in this case, there wasn't
enough fluid there.
Dr.: That's correct.
Juror: Is there a probable reason that there wouldn't be enough fluid there?
Dr.: It has to do with my reluctance to do the procedure in the first place,
because there was just a moderate effusion, which means there wasn't a lot of
fluid. If you had a massive effusion you can go in a few millimeters and you're
still a safe distance away from the heart. With a moderate effusion it's probably

. not more than that much different and the heart's moving. That's why I was
reluctant to do the procedure; because there was not a huge effusion.
Juror: OK, thanks.
Juror: Maybe this was mentioned and I missed it but you say you pulled out a
yellowish, pinkish fluid.
Dr.: Yes.
Juror: Is the pinkish normal?
Dr.: No, it would ordinarily be clear to yellow, and the pinkish means there were
a few red blood cells in it. You can't really say whether the red cells were in the
fluid or whether I produced them by going through the tissues.
Juror: OK.
Juror: Would, on the day of the procedure, echo showed you how big that space
was; before you put the needle in, when she was propped up?
Dr.: The display would show the same thing that the echo did a week or so later.
Before.
Juror: It would show you how big that space is?
Dr.z Yes. Those spaces, the amount of fluid doesn't change over a period of
time. It takes months for that amount of fluid to change.
Juror: Yeah, but she was propped up; you could actually measure that amount of
fluid.
Dr.: That wouldn't help you measure the fluid.
Juror: Would not help you?
Dr.: No.
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Juror: Doctor, if you could tum to exhibit 4, please. Page 2, paragraph 2. The
sentence starts, "Also of interest, ..."
Dr.: Yes.
Juror: Could you read that and describe what you mean by that sentence?
Dr.: She denies being told that she has emphysema and in fact she stated that she
had a breathing test before her cancer surgery and was told that it was OK. That's
kind of intuitive. It's hard to believe that's the case after 50 years of smoking.
But some people can cough and hack but don't really get the emphysema changes
in their lungs. Smoking involves or effects different people different ways. I
would have expected that that would be erroneous, that you couldn't have a
normal breathing test but that's what she said; that's what she was told.
Juror: Is there anywhere on the autopsy that would indicate she had emphysema
or elongation of the lungs?
Dr.: The right lung weighed 530 grams, the left 400; the surface was a pink/tan
with black mottling anteriorly, with deep purple congestion posteriorly. The
black mottling could have been the affect of many years of smoking, but the
purple congestion could have been recent. She was on a respirator. There was
congestion which could have been recent, and the surface was smooth, so it didn't
say one way or the other. I think that the lungs can be overinflated, which is what
emphysema is. And you might not necessarily be able to tell that. If it's massive
you can tell that or not, but not if it's less.
Juror: I was wondering; how deep do you have to pierce the heart to create the
laceration that you did? Is the wall somewhat resilient or is it 3 millimeters deep,

. . . ?or is it Just ....
Dr.: The wall on the left side is 11 to 12 millimeters thick or up to that. The
right side of the heart is 4 or 5, and the problem with the right ventricle is that
there are thick muscles on those called trevecula that are 4 to 5 millimeters thick
there, but between there can be just a millimeter or two thick; so there are places
on the right ventricle that are extremely thin, not more than a few millimeters.
That's why with just the tip of a needle you can lacerate it.
Juror: And so it would be like scratching it in some places and in other places
you actually have to make an incision?
Dr.: That's right.
Juror: Could you tell on the autopsy at which point - did it just scratch it or did
it make an incision?
Dr.: Well, some place it said it was a 3 millimeter laceration, which is about that
big. Page 2, item 16. It's on the second page of number 16. About 80% down
the page. Yeah, well that's the area of discoloration, but that's had stitches put in
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there, so there's going to be bruising around where the stitches are. But the
laceration, I don't know; I know Dr. Metzdorfftoldme there was a very small
laceration, but this is the total area with the stitches in it. Does that answer your
question? .
Juror: Yes.
Juror: Earlier, Mr. Hart had you estimate how much ofthe fluid was withdrawn
from her and you estimated about two cups.
Dr.: He was asking about how much fluid total was there.
Juror: Yes.
Dr.: That's a guess.
Juror: And that's moderate?
Dr.: Yes. The biggest one I think I've seen was 600 and that was a man who had
been stabbed a couple weeks before and fluid had built up to the point where it
was over 600 cc.
Juror: In your experience, or in dealing with or visiting with other doctors that
do this pericardialcentesis, are there reasons in using the echo technique that
would perhaps detract from your ability because it introduces something new to
the procedure that a doctor like yourself would be unaccustomed to - or, I'm
trying to understand . . ..
Dr.: I don't think it would be a detriment, but the question is, would it help you
find the fluid, and some people think it helps them find the fluid, but does it
change the risk from small to zero? No, it's counter-intuitive to think that you can
put a sharp object within millimeters of the heart and say it's safe.whether you're
looking at the tip of the needle or not. You get that close to the heart and it's
never safe. That's why so many of these doctors don't do it anymore, because it's
a procedure that none of us like.
Juror: I see, so if; I guess what I was wondering was if, even if a new method
were introduced, somebody with your experience with the success that you've had
in the past, am I understanding it correctly that essentially with your ability and
experience that you felt very confident with the procedure as you performed it?
Dr.: Right, but if somebody came up with a truly safe procedure, they can have
them. All of them.
Juror: I think you pointed out that it's never a safe procedure. Would echo have
given you any more information?
t»: No.
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Juror: No, OK, thank you.
Dr.: In terms of safety.
Juror: Any information as to where the fluid was, or ... ?
Dr.: Again, some people think that it helps them find the fluid. But I think the
point is we found the fluid, so it's moot at that point. We found the fluid. So it's
not going to help me find the fluid because I found the fluid. But is it then going
to make the procedure absolutely safe, and there's no way that it's going to make
this procedure absolutely safe.
Juror: OK, I'm having trouble because I've been led to believe that the fluid
thickness can vary, so if the space is two millimeters between the sac and heart
wall, would you enter a needle there?
Dr.: The fluid, there's nothing to keep the fluid from circulating around the heart
unless there are these things called loculations which weren't present. Now, the
autopsy did show some fibronous peritonitis, which has been referred to before
that was away from the site where the needle stick was.
Juror: OK, but if the ....
Dr.: There was nothing to keep the fluid from moving.
Juror: I understand.
Dr.: The fluid continues to move around, depending on what the heart is doing;
whether it fills or contracts.
Juror: OK, so it changes thickness.
Dr.: Well, it probably changes with position, it probably changes when you take
a deep breath. But that's something that's changing from second to second and
from minute to minute.
Juror: OK.
Juror: Doctor, would an echo just prior to the procedure been able to show you
if there was an abnormal swinging of the heart?
Dr.: Ifit was swinging, yes.
Juror: This was not a life and death situation, was it? I mean, was this
something that had to be done at that time, or could she have lived with the
problem she had?
Dr.: I think the survival rate of somebody with a cardiomyopathy of this sort is,
at generous, 50% chance of being alive in five years and probably much less than
that. So, she had a number of major things wrong; she had narrowing of the
coronary arteries which hadn't produced problems so far, she had the weak heart
muscle and she had the cancer of the esophagus that - she was cancer free
according to the autopsy but that's very guarded because they don't take all of her
and put her under the microscope because there would be little rifts of cells of
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cancer anywhere and, as has been mentioned, that's why the American Cancer
Society doesn't call you a cure until five years. And some cancers can recur even
after that. But nobody would say that somebody's a cure until five years have
passed and they're still cancer free.
Juror: Was this her decision or was this your decision to do this procedure?
Dr.: It was Eidemiller's decision. He wanted her to feel better. And he thought
some of her symptoms might be better if we removed the fluid and he wanted to
see if the fluid was cancerous.
Juror: OK, thank you.
Juror: On the consent, have you in similar types of situations actually referred to
somebody with a second opinion in the case that they do ask more questions and
continue to probe? Have you referred to another physician in similar cases?
Dr.: I tell patients to get second opinions all the time. In fact, the nurses have
chastised me for that because they think that confuses the patient.
Juror: So that could be verified ... , OK, thank you.
Juror: In relation to a large effusion, the way she was sitting up, which way
would the heart be swinging and also relative to where the needle was?
Dr.: Well, there's no evidence at all that her heart was ever swinging and, as I've
said before, swinging doesn't usually occur unless the effusion is massive. That's
when you get the swinging of the heart. Her echo didn't show that she was having
swinging of the heart.
Juror: But if she did, or if there is a large effusion, which way would the heart
be swinging if she was sitting up or a person was sitting up?
Dr.: Well, the heart, when it contracts, it kind oftilts up like that; the tip of the
heart kind of tips up normally, but the swinging would be more of a thing like
that. See, the heart is attached by all the great vessels - the pulmonary veins, the
aorta, the pulmonary artery. It's anchored at this end, so this end isn't anchored so
it can move. And if there's a lot of fluid then it can move this way but it always
moves, tilts up to its apex, it tilts up each time the heart beats. Which is why if
you roll them on their side you can feel that. When I examined her; if you feel
most people's heart with them rolled over on their sides what you feel is a tap as
the heart touches the inside of the chest wall. Ifyou have a hypertrophied
ventricle you feel the tap and then it pushes your hand away a little bit. And hers
was like that. So it's a clue just clinically by feeling the chest that she had this
thick heart muscle.
Juror: If it was Eidemiller's decision to proceed with this, but you didn't really
think you should, why did you go ahead and proceed?
Dr.: Good question. He wanted her to feel better and I couldn't really argue with
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that. I think everybody wanted her to feel better, even though we knew she had
some terrible diseases and that would make it hard to make her feel better.
Juror: Wouldn't you have told her or stated that was why they thought to go
ahead with it?
Dr.: That's why I told her that I thought it was risky and that she shouldn't have
it done. For the exact reason that happened.
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RICHARD L. BARRON
Judge

May 15, 2000

CIRCUIT COURT OF OREGON
Fifteenth Judicial District Coos County Courthouse

Coquille. Oregon 97423
396-3121

To: Members, Council on Court Procedures

From: Rick Barron

Re: ORCP 22C(I)

Ben Bloom, Bill Gaylord, and I were assigned to a subcommittee to look at possible
changes to the above rule. In a memo last October Maury Holland raised three issues regarding
the rule. They are: (1) the 90 day period in which a defendant has to file a third party complaint;
(2) the requirement that after the 90-day period the defendant must obtain leave ofcourt even if
the plaintiff agrees to the filing ofa third party complaint; and (3) a defendant cannot file a third
party complaint against a third party if the third party is liable to the plaintiff, but not liable to the
defendant.

The subcommittee does not recommend changing the part of the rule allowing a
defendant 90 days in which to file a third party complaint as a matter ofright. The 90-day period
is a reasonable time to allow a defendant to decide whether to file a third party complaint.

The subcommittee did discuss possible changes to the requirement that a defendant obtain
both agreement of the parties who have appeared and the court after the 90-day period. The
possible changes are numbered lb and lc, 2 b and 2c, and 3b and 3c in the attached versions of
ORCP 22C(I). Each version also has the possible changes to address the third issue raised in
Maury's memo. The consensus of the subcommittee is that no change should be made to the
requirement that a defendant must obtain both agreement of the parties who have appeared and
the court before filing a third party complaint after the 90-day period. It was felt that the court
should not be able to allow the filing ofa third party complaint if plaintiff opposed the filing after
the 90-day period.

The third issue raised by Maury's memo needs a short explanation. A lawyer told Maury
that his client, the defendant, had filed a third party complaint against a party who the defendant
felt was liable to the plaintiff The defendant/third party plaintiff did not allege the third party
defendant was or might be liable to the defendant/third party plaintiff as required by ORCP
22C(1). The third party defendant filed a motion to dismiss the third party complaint because it
did not allege the third party defendant was or might be liable to the defendant/third party
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plaintiff and the court allowed the motion. The lawyer was upset because ORS 18.470(2)
appears to allow the trier of fact to compare the fault of any person who may have caused damage
to the plaintiff. ORS 18.470(2) is set forth in attachment number 4.

The subcommittee recommends that the third issue raised by Maury's memo be
discussed. The possible changes are set forth in the attached versions number 1a, 2a, and 3a with
no other proposed changes included. Other than placement of the words, there is really no
difference between la and 2a. All versions would allow a defendant under ORCP 22C(1) to
implead a third party who is independently, but concurrently liable to plaintiff, but not liable to
the defendant. As such, the lawyer who called Maury would be allowed to implead the third
party and not be subject to a motion to dismiss. There are two questions. First, did the
legislature intend to expand the definirion of third party defendants beyond ORCP 22C to include
independent, but concurrent tortfeasors when it enacted ORS 18.470(2)? Second, does the
Council want to allow a defendant to implead a person who is liable to plaintiff, but not the
defendant?
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the plaintiff or to the third party

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiff's summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

agreement of parties who have appeared and leave of court. The person served

with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party

defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiff's claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiff'S claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
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ORCP22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the plaintiff or to the third party

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiffs summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

agreement of parties who have appeared [and] 2[ leave of court. The person

served with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third

party defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party plaintiffs claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiffs claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the plaintiff or to the third party

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiffs summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

[agreement ofparties who have appearedand) leave of court. The person served

with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party

defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party plaintiffs claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiffs claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the SUbject matter of the plaintiffs claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.



ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff or to the

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiff's summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

agreement of parties who have appeared and leave of court. The person served

with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party

defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiff's claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the SUbject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the SUbject matter of the plaintiff's claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff or to the

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiffs summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

agreement of parties who have appeared [and] 2r leave of court. The person

served with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third

party defendant, shall assert any defenJes to the third party plaintiffs claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiffs claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff or to the

plaintiff for all or part of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff as a

matter of right not later than 90 days after service of the plaintiffs summons and

complaint on the defending party. Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain

[agreement ofparties who have appearedand] leave of court. The person served

with the summons and third party complaint, hereinafter called the third party

defendant, shall assert any defenses to the third party plaintiffs claim as

provided in Rule 21 and may assert counterclaims against the third party plaintiff

and cross-claims against other third party defendants as provided in this rule.

The third party defendant may assert against the plaintiff any defenses which the

party plaintiff has to the plaintiffs claim. The third party defendant may also

assert any claim against the plaintiff arising out of the transaction or occurrence

that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim against the third party plaintiff.

The plaintiff may assert any claim against the third party defendant arising out of

the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiffs claim

against the third party plaintiff, and the third party defendant thereupon shall

assert the third party defendant's defenses as provided in Rule 21 and may

assert the third party defendant's counterclaims and cross-claims as provided in

this rule. Any party may move to strike the third party claim, or for its severance

or separate trial. A third party may proceed under this section against any person

not a party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party defendant for all

or part of the claim made in the action against the third party defendant.
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a thifd party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part

of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. or whose partial fault may

have combined with any fault of the third party plaintiff to cause the injury

of which plaintiff complains. as a matter of right not later than 90 days after

service of the plaintiff's summons and complaint on the defending party.

Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain agreement of parties who have

appeared and leave of court. The person served with the summons and third

party complaint, hereinafter called the third party defendant, shall assert any

defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as provided in Rule 21 and may assert

counterclaims against the third party plaintiff and cross-claims against other third

party defendants as provided in this rule. The third party defendant may assert

against the plaintiff any defenses which the party plaintiff has to the plaintiff's

claim. The third party defendant may also assert any claim against the plaintiff

arising out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the

plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any claim

against the third party defendant arising out of the transaction or occurrence that

is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the

third party defendant thereupon shall assert the third party defendant's defenses

as provided in Rule 21 and may assert the third party defendant's counterclaims

and cross-claims as provided in this rule. Any party may move to strike the third

party claim, or for its severance or separate trial. A third party may proceed under

this section against any person not a party to the action who is or may be liable

to the third party defendant for all or part of the claim made in the action against

the third party defendant.



ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part

of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, or whose partial fault may

have combined with any fault of the third partv plaintiff to cause the injury

of which plaintiff complains, as a matter of right not later than 90 days after

service of the plaintiff's summons and complaint on the defending party.

Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain agreement of parties who have

appeared [and] .Q[ leave of court. The person served with the summons and third

party complaint, hereinafter called the third party defendant, shall assert any

defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as provided in Rule 21 and may assert

counterclaims against the third party plaintiff and cross-claims against other third

party defendants as provided in this rule. The third party defendant may assert

against the plaintiff any defenses which the party plaintiff has to the plaintiff's

claim. The third party defendant may also assert any claim against the plaintiff

arising out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the

plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any claim

against the third party defendant arising out of the transaction or occurrence that

is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the

third party defendant thereupon shall assert the third party defendant's defenses

as provided in RUle 21 and may assert the third party defendant's counterclaims

and cross-claims as provided in this rule. Any party may move to strike the third

party claim, or for its severance or separate trial. A third party may proceed under

this section against any person not a party to the action who is or may be liable

to the third party defendant for all or part of the claim made in the action against

the third party defendant.
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ORCP 22C(1)

After commencement of the action, a defending party, as a third party

plaintiff, may cause a summons and complaint to be served upon a person not a

party to the action who is or may be liable to the third party plaintiff for all or part

of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. or whose partial fault may

have combined with any fault of the third party plaintiff to cause the injury

of which plaintiff complains. as a matter of right not later than 90 days after

service of the plaintiff's summons and complaint on the defending party.

Otherwise the third party plaintiff must obtain [agreement of parties who have

appeared and] leave of court. The person served with the summons and third

party complaint, hereinafter called the third party defendant, shall assert any

defenses to the third party plaintiff's claim as provided in Rule 21 and may assert

counterclaims against the third party plaintiff and cross-claims against other third

party defendants as provided in this rule. The third party defendant may assert

against the plaintiff any defenses which the party plaintiff has to the plaintiff's

claim. The third party defendant may also assert any claim against the plaintiff

arising out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the

plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff. The plaintiff may assert any claim

against the third party defendant arising out of the transaction or occurrence that

is the subject matter of the plaintiff's claim against the third party plaintiff, and the

third party defendant thereupon shall assert the third party defendant's defenses

as provided in Rule 21 and may assert the third party defendant's counterclaims

and cross-claims as provided in this rule. Any party may move to strike the third

party claim, or for its severance or separate trial. A third party may proceed under

this section against any person not a party to the action who is or may be liable

to the third party defendant for all or part of the claim made in the action against

the third party defendant.



DRS 18.470(2)

The trier of fact shall compare the fault of the claimant with the fault of any

party against whom recover is sought, the fault of third party defendants who are

liable in tort to the claimant, and the fault of any person with whom the claimant

has settled. The failure of a claimant to make a direct claim against a third party

defendant does not affect the requirement that the fault of the third party

defendant be considered by the trier of fact under this subsection. Except for

persons who have settled with the claimant, there shall be no comparison of fault

with any person:

(a) Who is immune from liability to the claimant;

(b) Who is not subject to the jurisdiction of the court;

(c) Who is not SUbject to action because the claim is barred by a statute of

limitation or statute of ultimate repose .

.3 E _ Id-



Amendmen~s ~o ORCP 21 A A1~erna~ive1y proposed by Ru~e 21 A
Subcommi~~ee*--May 12. 2000 (see a~~ached memo).

{{Language to be added in bold underlined; to be deleted [in italics
enclosed in square brackets. 1

RULE 21. DEFENSES AND OBJECTIONS; HOW PRESENTED; BY PLEADING

OR MOTION; MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS.

A1~erna~ive A**

1 A. How Presen~ed. * * * When a motion to dismiss has been granted,

2 [jUdgment shall be entered in favor of the moving party unless the court has

3 given leave to file an amended pleading under Rule 25] ~he cour~ may en~er

4 judgmen~ in favor of ~he moving par~y or. if ~he dismissal is for

5 defense (3) or ~he cour~ has given leave ~o file an amended

6 pleading under Rule 25. may defer en~ry of judgmen~ pursuan~ ~o

7 subsec~ion B(3) of Rule 54.

A1~erna~ive B would add a new sec~ion H ~o Rule 21 as follows:

8 * * * *

9 H. S~ay of Proceeding. No~wi~hs~anding any o~her provision of

10 ~his rule. should i~ appear ~o ~he cour~ a~ any poin~ in ~he

11 proceedings. by mo~ion or o~herwise. ~ha~ a prior ac~ion is

12 pending be~ween ~he same par~ies for ~he same cause. ~he cour~ may

13 in i~s discre~ion order ~ha~ proceedings be s~ayed pending

14 disposi~ion of ~he prior ac~ion.

*Judge Linder and Mr. Johnson.

**The subcommittee prefers Alternative A.
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MEMORANDUM

To: Council on Court Procedures
From: The Subcommittee (Johnson, Linder) on ORCP 21 A(3)
Re: Recommended Amendment to the Rule
Date: May 12,2000

A. Background: the problem.

Under ORCP 21 A(3), a defendant may move to dismiss an action based on the
fact that there is "another action pending between the same parties for the same cause ."
The rule further provides that "[w]hen the motion to dismiss has been granted, judgment
shall be entered in favor of the moving party unless the court has given leave to file an
amended pleading under Rule 25." The potential problem is that the prior action may
have an outcome that does not resolve the issues, at which point the plaintiff should be
free to refile. By that time, however, the court may have lost jurisdiction. As Maury
Holland hypothesized:

"21 A(3) contains the admittedly remote, yet real, potential for
causing serious injustice. Suppose, for example, that A sues B in an
Oregon circuit court. B then moves for dismissal of that action on the
ground that A is a member of the plaintiff class in a class action pending in
some other court in the United States. The judge, pursuant to A(3), grants
B's motion to dismiss. Some time later the class in the other action is
decertified, or the other action is disposed on some procedural ground not
going to the merits. A then re-commences his action against B. While the
previous dismissal in the Oregon court pursuant to A(3) would have been
without prejudice, the pertinent statute of limitations might well have run
and A's claim against B thus become time-barred."

Weller v. Weller, 164 Or App 25, 988 P2d 921 (1999), provides the only reported
instance of the problem coming to pass. There, wife filed a dissolution action in Oregon.
Husband, in a race to the courthouse, had previously filed for dissolution in Idaho. The
Oregon court dismissed without prejudice. The Idaho judgment was then entered.
Idaho did not have personal jurisdiction over wife, so it could not adjudicate property
and support issues. Wife refiled in Oregon, seeking (as relevant to our concern here) a
division of personal property based on husband's enhanced earning capacity. The
Court of Appeals agreed with husband that Oregon lacked subject matter jurisdiction to
make that property division because, under the pertinent statutes, the court must do so
as relief ancillary to a judgment of dissolution. By the time of the refiling in Oregon, the
parties were no longer married and the action was not one for dissolution.

A. Possible solutions

1. Do Nothing.

As written, the rule makes entry of a judgment in favor of the moving party
mandatory "unless the court gives leave to file an amended pleading * * *." At least



arguably, the harsh result in Weller would be avoided by that course. The case would
simply remain pending and would be reactived by the filing of the amended petition. In
effect, that action serves to stay the case.

The downside of that is that the rule's current language makes that solution
obscure, both to courts and to the parties. Also, requiring an "amended pleading" is
artificial because the problem is not in the contents of a plaintiffs pleading, but in the
timing of the proceeding.

2. Amend ORC? 21 (A) to give the court discretion to defer entry of
judgment when the dismissal is on this ground.

The rule could be amended as follows:

"When a motion to dismiss has been granted, jQGgIB@Rt shall 9@ @Bt@Ii@Q ill.
favElr Elf th@ IBElviBg }lartyYBJ@ss th@ eeYft has giv@1l. l@a¥@ tEl fil@ aB aIB@BQ€lQ
}l1@aQiBg QBQIM' R.QI@ ~5 the court may enter judgment in favor of the moving
party or, if the dismissal is for defense (3) or the court has given leave to file
an amended pleading under Rule 25, may defer entry of judgment pursuant
to Rule 54B(3).

The amendment provides that the court "may" enter judgment (rather than "shall"
do so) after granting the motion to dismiss, thus emphasizing and making express that
the court has discretion at that point. By cross-referencing Rule 54 B(3), the
amendment permits the court to defer entry of the judgment on the same terms ("for
good cause shown") as would justify deferring entry of judgment for inactivity in the
case. The net effect would be to stay the case.

3. Amend the rule as per Maury Holland's proposal in the February 12,
2000 agenda.

Maury suggested deleting all references in section A to the defensive assertion of
the fact of a prior action pending, and creating a new section H, which would provide:

H. Notwithstanding any other provision of this rule, should it appear
to the court at any point in the proceedings, by motion or otherwise,
that a prior action is pending between the same parties for the same
cause, the court may in its discretion order that proceedings be stayed
pending disposition of the prior action.

The subcommittee sees a couple of problems with that proposed amendment.
First, it may be a bigger break from current practice (raising the matter as a defense,
pursuant to the pleading practices and procedures described in A) than is necessary.
The rule provides no guidance on when or how to raise the prior action issue, nor how
to establish the existence of the prior action. Also, although staying the action is purely
discretionary, no other options are identified. Can the court still dismiss the action on
this basis? Or does the elimination of that ground from section A suggest a dismissal
would no longer be among the appropriate dispositions? It would seem that, in nine



cases out of ten, a dismissal remains sound, given the rarity of the problem. If that is so, it
may be better to fix the problem by broadening the options available under current
section A, rather than giving the impression that the usual case should be stayed.

A. The Subcommittee's BottomLine

We favor the second proposed solution, which would be to amend section A
itself. The particular amendment that we have proposed may require some refinement.
But we think it--or something close to it--will provide a solution without changing
current practice more than necessary.



ROBERT D. DURHAM
ASSOCIATll JUSTlCll

1183 STATE STREIiT
SAL!M, ,OREGON 9711000260

TolophoDe:(lS031 98605725
, PM: (50alll8HnO

"rTY (50819_51

OREGON SUPREME COURT
June 1, 2000

Mr. J. Michael Alexander
Burt Swanson Lathen, et al
388 State Street, Suite 1000
Salem, OR 97301

Re: Compelled Medical Examinations
(ORCP 44 A, 46 B(2) (e)}

The recommended amendments would add new material to ORCP 44
A, regarding compelled medical examination procedures, and to ORCP
46 B (2) (e), regarding sanctions for violation of an agreed
condition or obstruction of an examination under ORCP 44 A. '

The Council owes a debt of thanks to Kathryn and Ralph for
'1heir hard work and ingenuity in developing a workable solution to
a thorny problem.

I am forwarding a copy of this letter and enciosure to Prof.
Maury Holland for his use in organizing the Council's discussion of
this topic, and to Mr. Bill Gaylord, who also is working with a
subcommittee on ,other possible amendments to ORCP 44.

Please call me if you have any questions.

Yours truly,

ROBERT D. DURHAM
Associate Justice

ROD: lk
Enclosure
cc: Ms. Kathryn H. Clarke

Mr. Ralph C. Spooner
Professor Maury Holland (via mail and fax)
Mr. William Gaylord
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Attachment 3G to Agenda of June ~O. 2000 Meeting

Amendments to

By

ORCP 44 A and 46 B(2) (e)

the XME Subcommittee*
(June 1, 2000)

Proposed

(Matter to be added in bold underlined)

1

2

RULE 44. PHYSJ:CAL AND MENTAL EXAMJ:NATJ:ON. OF PERSONS;

REPORTS OF EXAMJ:NATJ:ONS

A. Order for Examination. When the mental or physical condition or

the blood relationship of a party, or of an agent, employee, or person in the

custody or under the legal control of a party (including the spouse of a party

in an action to recover for injury to the spouse), is in controversy, the

court may order the party to submit to a physical or mental examination by a

physician or a mental examination by a psychologist or to produce for

examination the person in such party's custody or legal control. The order

may be made only on motion for good cause shown and upon notice to the Person

.to be examined and to all parties and shall specify the time, place, manner,

conditions, and scope of the examination and the person or persons by whom it

is to be made. Unless the trial court requires other or different

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

conditions

conditions

this rule:

for good cause

shall apply to

supported by

a compelled

the record, the following

medical examination under

17

18

19

AJJll {italicized catch line needed

examinee, and their representatives

conditions for the examination to which

here--MJH} The parties.

shall comply with

they agree in writing.

the

any

examinee may

during the

or other

the procedureand

trial

present

for

asked

representativeanother

examination are reserved

objections to questions

or

the

All

A.ill { ita1 i c i zed catch 1ine needed here - - MJH } ..T..h"'e'---"""""""''''''''''--''......

examination ..

followed during

have counsel

20

21

22

23

24 *Justice Durham, Chair; Ms. Clarke, Mr. Gaylord, and Mr. Spooner.
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26

27

28

disposition

personally

privileges ..

by the court. The examinee may assert,

or through counsel. a right protected by the

No person may obstruct the eXamination.

either

law ·of

, ,

29

30

31

32

33

34

Mll {italicized catch line needed here--MJH} Any party. the

examinee, or the examining physician or psycholoaist may record

the examination stenographically or by audiotape in an unobtrusive

manner. A person who records an examination by audiotape shall

retain the original recording without alteration until ~inal

disposition of the action' unless the court orders otherwise ..

Mil. {italicized catch line needed here--MJH} Upon request. and

upon payment of the rea,aonable charges for transcription and

copying, the stenographic reporter shall make, a transgription of

the examination and' furnish a copy of the transcript. or in the

case of an audiotape record, the person who records the

and the

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

examination shall make

recording. to any ,party

and furnish a

examinee ..

copy of the original

42 B. Report of Examining Physician or Psychologist.

43,

44

45

* * * *

RULE 46.

* * * *

FAILURE TO MAKE DISCOVERY; SANCTIONS

46 B. Failure to comply with order.

47 * * * *

48 B(2) (e) Such orders as are listed in paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of

49 this subsection, where a party has failed to comply with an order under lRule

50. 3G-2



51 44 Al requiring the party to produce another for examination, unless the party

52 failing to comply shows inability to produce such person for examination~

53 where a party, the examinee, or a representative has violated an

54 agreed condition or has obstructed an examination under lRule 44

55 ll,.l

56 * * * *

1---111 Rule 44 AU should be correc,ted to: II section A of Rule 44. n
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Gary A. Rankin
Attorney at Law

ADMITrED IN OREGON ANDWASHINGTON

Staff Counsel, Allstate Insurance Company
1001 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 1450

Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 223-91l0xlOl

March 20, 2000

Hon. Janice R. Wilson
Multnomah County Courthouse
1021 SW 4th Ave
Portland, OR 97204

RE: Motion Panel - Defense Examinations

Dear Judge Wilson:

..., ........
~:~;,J:.:

FAX (503) 223-9116

I understand that there is some effort being made by plaintiffs bar to "fix" the current way
defense medical examinations are conducted. I have recently received a flurry ofobjections from
the plaintiffs bar in response to my attempts to schedule defense medical examinations on
personal injury lawsuits. A typical example of this is set forth in the letter, attached; the results
of this attempt to "chill" the medical examination is also shown in one of the more recent defense
medical examinations which was conducted at my request.

I would suggest to the Motion Panel that, in fact, the traditional procedure in Oregon for defense
medical examinations is not broken and nothing needs to be "fixed" in spite of the push by the
plaintiffs bar to paint defense medical examinations as a chamber of horrors.

I have had the opportunity of reviewing Mr. Walter Sweek's letter to you and I agree that there
are health care providers on both sides of a lawsuit who are zealous advocates for their client's
positions. On the defense side, such an advocate is open to extensive cross examination as to
that doctor's potential bias and prejudice. With the advent of new technology I have found that
the plaintiffs bar has inunediate internet access and can draw upon the resources of all plaintiffs
attorney who have come into contact with any specific defense doctor.

In addition, the plaintiff can also testify and bring to the jury's attention any real or imagined
abuse which may have occurred during the defense medical examination. In spite of anecdotal
horror stories, from my personal observation and practice, defense examinations do, in their
current form, generate settlements and resolution of disputes.

I would be happy to provide to the Panel a list of lawsuits which 1 have handled, in which the
defense examination prompted, and was solely responsible for, payment of policy limits and/or
settlements in line with plaintiffs evaluations. .



Again, in spite of the recent vigorous attack by the plaintiffs bar to stifle any chance that the
defensehas in reviewing personal injury claims by any medical authority outside ofthose doctors
chosen by the plaintiff, the fact remains that defense examinations do foster settlements of
personal injury claims. The process may not be perfect, but I would suggest that the Motion
Panel go slowly and get input from the entire bar before fundamental changes in defense medical
examin~ e place within the Multnomah County Motion Panel.

Very Tru Ypurs

_.-.......
GAR
Attomey at aw

7 G--I 5



Gary Ra.ak.in
February 21. :000
Page 2

, .. - ..__ .- .

1.. Mr.~will not till out "intake forms· or other documents for
the DME. If the examining physician wants any written materials
to be completed. they must be sent to me in advance.

2. There will be no x-rays or other invasive diagnostic procedures on
the day of the examination. If the examining doctor wants such
~ need to know the reason and will want to discuss with
~ treating physician whether existing testing will
suffice.

3. There will be no administration of any psychological testing
instruments without my prior approval.

4. There will be no physical capacity evaluation performed at the
DME.



Gary RJ.nk;.I::
February ::. :OCO
Page 3

;,.

~6.

---..... 7.

~.

.~ .;-

9. There will be no unneceS88IY phyaical pain during the ezam ir-8 tion.

and no insinuations or derogatoxy commentsr~C-...,nes. state of mind. recovexy. etc.

Please review this and let me know where you stand regarding consent
to these provil$ions.

«

".

,.

'3 fir-'7
•
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February 24, 2000

DISCUSSION:

Mr. ...would not allow me to perform a neck examination or complete
neurological examination. His left shoulder examinatton suggested some increased
laxity on the left compared to the right.

3 G-- ll'



./

I
February 24, 2000

Page 7

At the beginning of this examination Mr.~spoke with his attorney. When he
returned, he refused to give me any history whatsoever regarding the details of the
accident ex~scr1bing the "makes." of vehicles involved .in the accident.
Because~ apparently on the advice of his attorney, refused to give me
any in-depth history and, in fact, any history regarding what actually happened to
him at the time of the accident (for example, he refused to state whether he struck
any portion of his body on the interior of his v . e I have only the chart records
for review. Purely based onthese records, d not initially complain of
any pain in his left shoulder whenreviewed at. e e. Urgent Care Fad11ty
or when he initially treated with Dr.-. He also was observed initially to
have a full range of motion in his left-shoiilCler, and on April 9, 1999, his shoulder
examination was described as normal." Other than mUd left interscapular
tenderness, the records do not suggest any initial injury to the left shoulder. I did
not have Dr..-.records for review. Perhaps these would 'be helpful.

. No further comments can be made at this time.

Respectfully submitted,

o


